The New Future of Work
Research from Microsoft into the Pandemic’s Impact on Work Practices
The coronavirus pandemic not only caused a public health crisis, it also caused
technological, social, and cultural disruption. This past year, people across the globe
experienced a rapid shift to remote work that upended their existing practices and will
have long-term implications for how work gets done in the future. Looking forward,
we expect that some of those who used to work from offices will continue to work
remotely, while others will adopt hybrid models that will involve a combination of
working from the office and working remotely. The current moment presents a unique
opportunity to understand the nature of work itself, to improve remote support for a
range of work practices, and to use what we have learned through remote work to
improve in-office and hybrid practices.
As a company whose mission is to empower every person and every organization on
the planet to achieve more, it is vital that Microsoft understands the massive transition
currently underway so that we can help our customers come through this challenging
time stronger and more resilient. We are all right now participants in a giant, natural,
uncontrolled remote work experiment from which Microsoft must learn. Just as
research has been fundamental in developing ways to prevent and treat COVID-19, it
is also fundamental to understanding and supporting evolving the sociotechnical work
practices.
At the start of the pandemic, researchers from across Microsoft formed an ongoing
cross-company initiative to coordinate efforts with the goal of understanding the
impact of remote work and identifying opportunities to support new working
practices. The initiative consists of over 50 research projects conducted by teams that
span a range of disciplines (including engineering, research, marketing, human
resources, and facilities) and divisions (including Microsoft Research, Office,
Windows, Azure, Xbox, GitHub, and LinkedIn). The projects employ many different
methodologies, ranging from small-scale, formative interviews with customers to
large-scale modeling exercises and even EEG measurements of electrical impulses in
the brain.
This report provides a synthesis of the findings from these many research projects.
We believe it represents the largest compilation of research related to the pandemic’s
impact on work practices available to date. The findings highlight a number of acute
challenges and suggest opportunities to develop new work practices that are more
efficient, equitable, and energizing. Work will never again be the same. With care and
effort, however, we hope to make it better.
Jaime Teevan (Chief Scientist, Experiences and Devices)
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INTRODUCTION
By Jaime Teevan, Brent Hecht, and Sonia Jaffe
This report presents a synthesis of the research done at Microsoft to understand the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on work practices. It focuses on information workers – people who do non-routine cognitive work
creating, manipulating, or analyzing information – including software engineers, architects, engineers, designers,
accountants, administrators, lawyers, and marketers, among many others. Over 40% of the US workforce is
comprised of information workers [43] and the segment has more than doubled in the past 30 years [183]. The
COVID-19 pandemic impacted different people's work practices in different ways. Some continued to commute to a
workplace as essential workers, others were unable to continue working as restrictions were put into place to
manage the pandemic, and over a third transitioned to some form of remote work [25]. Much of this last category is
comprised of information workers, and the significant shift that these workers experienced resulted in many changes
to their individual work practices, their collaborative practices, the way their organizations functioned, and society at
large.
To capture this shift, this report pulls together the findings from over 50 different research studies conducted across
Microsoft since the pandemic began, and supplements those findings with recent research from the academic
community, including, for example, the studies shared at the virtual symposium on the New Future of Work
(http://aka.ms/nfw2020) that Microsoft hosted in August 2020. It also draws on the 30+ years of existing research
into remote work that has come out of Microsoft Research [164] and the academic community prior to the
pandemic. We believe this report is the most comprehensive summary on this topic to date.
Given Microsoft is focused on supporting work, the company already had, pre-pandemic, a number of rich signals in
place with which to conduct research into COVID-19’s impact on work practices. The research in this report
benefits from these signals in accordance with the extensive work that has been done to ensure they uphold
Microsoft’s rigorous privacy standards (see http://privacy.microsoft.com for more). The signals are drawn from the
existing qualitative channels that we use to understand our customers and our employees through surveys,
interviews, and focus groups, quantitative channels based on de-identified telemetry data, and a particularly in-depth
view into several specific information worker segments such as software engineers and IT admins.
When information workers around the globe shifted to remote work in early 2020, teams across the company
responded quickly to make use of these existing channels to understand what was happening, as well as to develop
new channels. Novel research was conducted by a variety of teams spanning a range of disciplines – including
engineering, research, marketing, human resources, and facilities – and divisions – including Microsoft Research,
Office, Windows, Azure, Xbox, GitHub, and LinkedIn. These teams came together in a massive cross-company
initiative to share research questions and findings. While each team approached their research with its own unique
methodologies, objectives, and research philosophies, by working together they were able to build on the work done
by others and create a rich shared picture that has driven significant impact around the company.
Across the various different studies that the teams conducted, there were a range of populations studied, from
information workers broadly to specific studies of engineers, business decision makers, data scientists, IT admins,
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Figure 1: An overview of the populations studied as part of the research included in this report.
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Figure 2: Methodologies employed by the studies included in this report.

and program managers, with some studies actively looking at differences across these populations. The specific
breakdown of 45 studies in the initiative can be seen in Figure 1. About half sought to understand internal Microsoft
populations, and half external populations. Microsoft is a global company, and the pandemic has had a global
impact, so studies looked at populations from around the world.
The studies also used a range of methods, from analysis of large-scale telemetry to surveys to in-depth interviews,
even including EEG measurements of electrical impulses in the brain. These are shown for 45 studies in the
initiative in Figure 2. About half employed qualitative methods, and half quantitative. These different approaches
make it easier to understand both what is happening and why. For example, a study based on telemetry data
suggested people’s output remained high as they moved to remote work, but another study based on survey data
showed that this was in part because some people were employing unsustainable work practices.
Some of the research included in this report has begun to appear in top-tier scientific publication venues. These
publicly available, peer-reviewed articles are included in the bibliography and serve as good resources if you would
like additional details beyond what is covered here. We expect more publications to become available in the coming
months; keep an eye on http://aka.ms/newfutureofwork for the most up-to-date list. Other research projects included
in this report were designed primarily for internal consumption, creating limits on how much detail can be shared
publicly. These are flagged in the bibliography as “Microsoft (internal)”; contact newfutureofwork@microsoft.com
if you are interested in learning more about that work.
A lot has happened this past year. Early in the pandemic, people’s work practices changed rapidly as the world
around them shifted. Later people began to adapt to their new working lives. In some parts of the world, people are
even starting to transition to hybrid work as workplaces open back up. This report includes research from each of
these stages, and while each individual study provides an important piece of the puzzle, it is only by looking at them
all together, with the range of populations they studied and methodologies they employed, that we can start to see
the big picture.
The findings are organized into six chapters: 1) Collaboration and Meetings; 2) Personal Productivity and Wellbeing; 3) Software Engineering Experiences; 4) IT and Security; 5) Devices and Physical Ecosystems; and 6)
Societal Implications.
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1 COLLABORATION AND MEETINGS
By Nancy Baym, Rachel Bergmann, Adam Coleman, Ricardo Reyna Fernandez, Sean Rintel, Abigail Sellen, and
Tiffany Smith
1.1 Introduction
Perhaps the most obvious change that information workers experienced when moving to remote work as a result of
COVID-19 was that the meetings they had previously attended in-person shifted to being remote, resulting in many
new kinds of ‘meetings’ and other collaborative practices that attempted to make up for the loss of the full range of
social interaction people had previously relied on at work. Thus, we begin by looking at the way collaboration and
meeting practices evolved over the course of the pandemic. In addition to how meetings and other forms of
collaboration have changed, we also discuss how remote work affected inclusion and the collaborative connections
people form, and what changes people hope or expect will continue post-COVID.
1.2 Impact on Working Patterns and the Nature of Collaboration
1.2.1 The shift to remote work increased meeting and IM loads, while stretching workdays.
An ordinary day at a physical workplace includes a mix of pre-planned and spontaneous interaction that supports
collaboration, productivity, and connection. With the move to remote work, both task-focused and informal
communication moved to online platforms. Results from many studies, both of Microsoft employees and
information workers external to the company, show that people had a higher meeting load during the pandemic than
they did pre-COVID. In one survey of over a hundred information workers across a variety of industries, 57% said
their meeting load had increased [160]. In an internal company-wide survey, more than half of respondents reported
more meeting time [128]. Relatedly, a study of the working patterns of Microsoft China employees found that voice
and video calls doubled from 7 to 14 hours a week after the transition to remote working [131]. Other studies
suggest that scheduled meetings were also running longer. One internal study found that meetings were less likely to
end on time, due in part to the lack of physical reminders that a meeting was done (e.g., the next group walking into
your conference room, people shuffling papers, people standing up, etc.) [26]. Increased meeting load may not be
special to the conditions of the pandemic: a study of 800 employees in a Microsoft subsidiary in the Netherlands,
who underwent a 10 week remote working experience in 2018, found a 10% increase in meeting time [149].
Internal studies show that people were also holding more short meetings, those lasting 30 minutes or less, such as
quick check-ins and 1:1s with team members and managers [26,91,138,163]. Analysis of telemetry data from the
Modern Workplace Transformation team [91] found that 1:1s increased by 18%, and check-ins and team social
meetings grew by 10% – half of these new meetings were recurring. Further telemetry data from Microsoft US
employees show unscheduled calls in Teams more than doubled [182].
Instant message (IM) chats also substantially increased during this period of remote working [91,130,181]. Studies
show IM traffic increased for different Microsoft teams by 65% to 72% [91,130], this being most dramatic amongst
managers, with a 115% increase from pre-COVID figures. This finding is buttressed by an external study of
information workers across a range of industries, where quick one-off and in-person conversations were being
replaced with instant messaging via Teams, G-Chat and Slack [160].
All these meetings and messages were spread out over a longer workday. Research with one Microsoft team in the
US found that the share of IMs sent between 6 pm and midnight increased by 52%, and that people who previously
did not work much on weekends saw their weekend collaboration triple [66]. One participant in this study suggested
that flexible working hours contribute to the problem: “If a colleague working flex hours sends a message at 9 pm, I
feel like I need to respond.” It appears that working outside of normal working hours results in more IMs being sent,
but also that sending (and others’ receiving) IMs can result in people working at unusual times of the day [66].
These changes in meeting hours differ depending on role, whether one is a manager, and how experienced one is in
remote work. For example, Workplace Analytics data comparing metrics pre and post pandemic show that people in
marketing, IT, sales, and program manager roles experienced a larger increase in collaboration time (as measured by
amount of meetings, email and message time) than data center workers, applied scientists, software engineers and
researchers [182] . After-hours collaboration time significantly increased for applied scientists, software engineers,
and data center workers, and significantly decreased for people in marketing and sales. After-hours collaboration
time remained steady for researchers, program managers, and IT professionals.
Managers experienced more pronounced changes in meeting patterns than independent contributors. Company-wide
managers were more likely than individual to import an increase in meetings [128]. In a 3,500-person org, telemetry
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data showed a 25% increase in managers’ afterhours meetings [69]. At the same time, in a study of external
customers, almost a third of participants reported fewer meetings with their manager [29], suggesting that some
managers were facing more time demands than they could accommodate. For more on the importance of managers
in adapting to change, see the following chapter on Personal Productivity and Well-being.
Finally, because remote work entails a learning curve, experience helps. A study of collaboration patterns of
Microsoft employees found differences between people who were new to remote working and those who had
previously worked remotely [182]. The same study also suggests that recent hires experienced a larger drop in
collaboration than established employees. While time in Teams meetings increased for both “always remote”
workers and “new remote workers” (compared to pre-pandemic metrics), new remote workers saw a 47% point
larger increase. New remote workers also made more 1:1 connections via Teams than always remote workers (13
connections per week compared to 9). In a separate survey of Microsoft employees, those with remote work
experience were less likely to report a drop in productivity at the start of the pandemic [46].
1.2.2 The move to remote work was particularly hard on some kinds of collaboration, such as creative work,
“thinking big,” and decision-making.
The movement of work to entirely digital communication platforms had mixed results for collaboration. Some teams
found it more efficient to be remote, such as one of our Beijing teams [176] who reported meetings were generally
more efficient and focused. This same study found a substantial increase in use of all communication tools (online
documents, Teams, email, phone calls and WeChat). Outside Microsoft, one of study of information workers shows
that people worked through an initial remote work learning curve (e.g., learning how to use many of the capabilities
of Teams [156]), to quickly ramp up their skills with online collaboration tools. And research that studied
freelancing in small and medium businesses found that remote work made them more incline to work with
freelancers [104,180], suggesting that collaborating with people who normally work remotely was easier once teams
have gained the experience needed for effective remote work [104,180].
However, there are many indications that different kinds of teams struggled with the transition from in-person to
remote for certain types of teamwork. A survey of thousands of software developers found that 46% were
experiencing difficulty communicating with their team members, affecting their ability to collaborate and reach
milestones [46,156]; similar patterns were seen in external surveys [142]. In one internal study focused on
developers (see the chapter on Software Engineering Experiences for more), people reported difficulties conducting
the kinds of technical discussions they would normally have had around a whiteboard: “We don’t yet have an
awesome replacement for getting the right nerds in a room at the same time, with a whiteboard” [69] (see the chapter
on Devices and Physical Ecosystems for more about the use of physical devices in remote work.) A large external
study of information workers [156] found that teams often lacked clear systems for communication and integration
of working sets of information, resulting in challenges finding files, tracking the status of an element of a project,
and other coordination tasks.
The challenges appear to run deeper than access to seamless, shared, collaborative working spaces, however. In one
study of external information workers [15], an emerging theme was that remote work favors “solo work” over the
collaborative generation of new ideas, finding clarity and alignment within a team, bonding emotionally, and the
ability to change direction as a team. This qualitative study tracked a set of people over time and found that the
emphasis on solo work meant that collaborators often fell out of rhythm with one another leading to unnecessary redos of work. A more quantitative survey of external information workers [156] added further weight to this claim;
they found that 30% of respondents said that brainstorming and generating new ideas was the most challenging type
of collaboration to do while working remotely. Also problematic were: planning (17%), sharing information (17%),
and solving problems (16%).
Studies of Microsoft employees generate similar findings. An internal study of Office Experience Organization
(OXO) teams reports that the ability to do work that involves new ideas, goals and big picture thinking was
diminished when working remotely [26]. Another internal survey at the beginning of the pandemic had 57% of
respondents reporting a decrease in their ability to brainstorm with their colleagues [114]. Similarly, a study focused
specifically on the remote-meetings experiences during COVID-19 of over 800 Microsoft employees found that
brainstorming, workshops, and meetings that require social interaction were amongst the most challenging types of
meetings to carry out remotely [139]. One proviso, however: in this same study, employees in business and sales
roles were over 2.5 times as likely to report that brainstorming had become more effective during mandatory
working from home, in comparison to those in development roles. Why might this be the case? We know that those
in business and sales roles are much more likely to have distributed teams, and thus have developed established
8

practices with remote or hybrid brainstorming meetings. Thus, the transition to all-remote work levels the playing
field and may well have created a net improvement for brainstorming in these roles.
A study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138] also looked specifically
at teams’ ability to pivot or change direction. When asked specifically about decision-making in meetings,
most respondents agreed that they felt able to influence decision-making in meetings, and that dissenting
opinions were discussed in meetings. However, significant proportions felt that both their influence, and the
discussion of dissenting opinions (32% and 26% respectively), had lessened during mandatory work from home
(11% and 12% respectively felt they had increased). Further, those with some prior remote work experience felt
substantially more able to influence decision making in meetings than those without prior experience: this was the
case before the pandemic, and even more so after. Those with prior remote work
experience were over twice as likely to ‘strongly agree’ to feeling influential when asked to work from home
than those without prior experience.
To understand why decision-making may be difficult, it is interesting to examine some of the participants’
comments in this study [138]. Here we found that lack of physical cues, body language, and ability to gauge
emotions were said to be significant hurdles to productive disagreement and decision making. A troubling pattern
was for debate to be deferred (“let’s take this offline”) in the name of efficiency and to make use of limited time,
but people often did not follow up. Another factor here was that, while some found online meetings more inclusive,
due to the ‘level playing field’ of all-remoteness, it was also reported that those who were less likely to speak up in
physical meetings were also less likely to contribute to online meetings. And without space constraints, it is easier to
have online meetings of larger groups, which might seem more inclusive, but where fewer people will have a chance
for their voices to be heard.
1.2.3 Informal and spontaneous interaction particularly suffered in remote work, affecting collaboration.
In addition to the task-focused work of collaboration, the ties that spark creative ideas and foster productive
collaboration are built through interpersonal connection, informal communication, and spontaneous interaction, all
of which can be harder to achieve remotely. Friendship at work positively affects both task accomplishment and job
satisfaction [80,178]. Prior research on remote work has found evidence that the quality of relationships with
coworkers tends to go down [1,116,150] and feelings of social isolation tend to increase [135]. An internal-facing
survey of engineers with a focus on teams, found that “66% of respondents reported a decrease in social connection
with their team members, and 78% and 65% cited a decrease in impromptu and scheduled social activities,
respectively. Across the board, we saw a dramatic decrease in feelings of social connection and team cohesion”
[114]. Importantly, they show that this lack of informal communication and cohesion was seen as negatively
impacting productivity. Two Microsoft studies of information workers [156,160] found that they struggled with
isolation from coworkers and friends. One internal study of engineers and program managers [46]found that among
the most frequent challenges faced were “missing social interactions” and being “less awareness of what colleagues
are working on.” A similar finding is reported by a Microsoft team in Beijing, where social interaction in the
physical workplace was reported to be one of the aspects of working life missed the most in working from home
[176].
The concept of a ‘meeting’ has always been a fluid category in terms of the work accomplished, but in this period
where remote work was required, it increasingly included encounters related to the fabric of collegiality. Many of
the short hallway conversations, or dropping by someone’s desk, were taking place through short video or audio
calls. Hallway and casual interaction, some of which is related to coordination of work or sharing of status, was also
moved to meetings [149] or accomplished through IMs. People made deliberate efforts to schedule regular
touchpoints and virtual social rituals such as lunches or happy hours [91,138,156,160]. A study of Xbox console
gamers who said they gamed with co-workers found that while they were split as to whether they talked about work
while gaming, and that those who did reported higher quality gaming experiences [15].
At the beginning of the pandemic, Microsoft employees reported that in-meeting social talk increased at the start of
many meetings, centering primarily around sharing experiences of the current pandemic [138]. These same
participants mentioned the mood was frequently lightened by talking about people’s backgrounds (actual or replaced
with images) or the invasion of children, spouses, and pets [138] during ongoing meetings (although others report
that such invasions were embarrassing [156]). However, as meetings became more focused on productivity within
the context of increased meetings (see later in this chapter), there is evidence that this social interaction over time
was squeezed out, which, paradoxically may have relieved some of the burnout from meetings while increasing the
stress of isolation [138]. (See also the following chapter on Personal Productivity and Well-being).
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Social talk is one aspect of the fabric of collegiality, but another is the serendipity of social connection in the
physical workspace. It is perhaps no surprise, then, that while existing tools may help facilitate deliberate social
connections and quick check-ins with known colleagues, studies report that people are struggling to replace the
casual, spontaneous “watercooler” conversations that they are missing [26,69]. Note that these are a different kind of
casual conversation from those discussed so far because they involve meeting and connecting with people whom
one would not normally set out to connect with, to check-in with, or to arrange any kind of deliberate meeting with.
We need, therefore, to distinguish between social talk amongst colleagues one plans to see, and conversations that
are unplanned, including the awareness of others that comes from this kind of social activity. It is also important to
remember that not all workplace interactions are pleasant. One external study found employees reported fewer
interpersonal conflicts as they were better able to avoid some people [72].
Our study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138] confirms the
importance of spontaneous interaction. Most people said spontaneous interaction mattered to them, though they
were polarized over whether it had become more or less important to them over the pandemic. However, 67% of
participants said their needs for spontaneous interaction were not met, regardless of how much they said it mattered
to them. Some evidence suggests that many whose needs were not met were reliant on informal and unplanned
conversations in social spaces at their workplace. For others, social interactions at home were at least partially
fulfilling their needs for spontaneous interaction.
1.3 The Impact of Remote Meetings
1.3.1 Video conferences are fatiguing.
The idea of meeting fatigue rose to prominence during the pandemic, and our research supports the notion that
constraints of video conferencing technology, when combined with increased cadence in meetings, contribute to
perceptions of fatigue. Numerous studies have identified reasons that video conference meetings may cause fatigue,
including reduced nonverbal cues that inhibit the ability to “read people” in a conversation, the need for sustained
attention, the pressure to perform paying attention for others, low media quality, and the fact that crowded remote
meetings require cognitive multitasking [49,153,172].
One study from the Human Factors team found that brainwave indicators of mental effort were higher when two
people performed a collaborative task remotely, than when they shared the same space [19]. In another study, the
same team measured EEG and heart rate of 12 Microsoft employees and found that brainwave markers showed
significantly higher levels of stress in video meetings as compared to typical non-meeting work [19]. Further,
fatigue due to concentration began to increase 30-40 minutes into video meetings. Looking at days filled with video
meetings, dramatic changes in brainwave patterns, consistent with being over-worked or stressed, began to set in
after about two hours. More recent, but preliminary results from this same team found that brainwave measures
showed lower levels of stress and concentration when Teams “Together” mode was used compared to the more
usual “Gallery” mode [19]. We conjecture in the traditional “Gallery” mode, the brain must override the sensory
perception that all participants are in different places to treat them as gathered in one conversation. “Together” mode
removes the different backgrounds of participants and the artificial separation of a grid, instead showing their cutout images in a single naturalistic virtual arrangement (such as an image of an auditorium with each person in their
own seat), reducing the workload necessary to perceive everyone as together. A related contributing factor to video
conferencing fatigue is the lack of variety of what is shown on the screen – endless views of either talking heads or
screensharing and presentations with very limited views of people [138].
1.3.2 Fatigue was also increased by meeting load and the challenges of coordinating meeting tools.
However, it was not just the dynamics of individual meetings that made them tiring during the pandemic. Their
sheer quantity and the way they played out over time may have damaged productivity and increased burnout. As one
study of external information workers found [156], the lack of a break between meetings in itself can be exhausting.
As one participant said, the schedule of remote meetings led to “alot of stacked meetings…mentally you have
to context switch…. I take a deep breath before, go click on the next and remind myself who is going to be in the
meeting and what is it about before I joined because it really is that difficult when it’s all stacked one the other”.
This points to a need for what these researchers refer to as “micro mental breaks” in order to do context or task
switching. Two studies of employees [149] suggest that the increased number of meetings coupled with the lack of
natural transitions between meetings in the office, such as walking between meeting locations, also reduced the
overall physical movement of employees, contributing to fatigue.
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Meetings, of course, need to be considered within the broader picture of collaboration workload. Many external
information workers reported feeling “overwhelmed by the significant increase in the number of chats, channels, and
documents they need to reply to, be aware of, and contribute to for collaborative projects” [156]. In a different study
of external information workers, many also reported feeling “overwhelmed” by the sheer volume of incoming
messages and being “tied to their desks” since IMs can come in any time of day [160]. An internal study focused on
OXO Engineering teams, identified “too many meetings” as one of the most frequently cited pain points [26]. This
is a sentiment echoed in a study focusing on Microsoft engineers [69], which found that, despite output measures for
collaborative practices being either stable or increasing over time, the need to collaborate and to be seen to be
productive, may well have contributed to burn-out and reports of perceived decreases in productivity. (See the
chapter on Software Engineering Experiences for more detail.)
Several ongoing studies found that the diversity of tools in use also presented challenges. One study of external
information workers [160] found that the diversity of communication media contributed to the stress of
collaboration. They moved between email, video calls, phone calls and chat, and the products used varied depending
on their colleagues. In a later set of findings [160], the extra overhead of moving between different tools, and
constantly checking different places for communication during the workday, was a catalyst causing teams to settle
on one collaboration tool, although this was not always entirely possible when work had both internal and external
stakeholders [138]. An external study of information workers also found that information workers felt overwhelmed
and that the “which tool when” problem has been highlighted by the pandemic [156]. It is no wonder that
participants in one study mention that remote methods seemed more effortful than simply stopping by a colleague’s
desk with a quick question [160]. Ultimately, differentiating the fatigue attributable to video conferencing and other
qualities of remote work from that which is attributable to living through a pandemic will be important to tease apart
over time.
1.3.3 Interaction in remote meetings is challenging in ways that are fundamentally different from in-person
meetings.
Video conferences are comprised of multiple channels of cues – auditory, visual, and textual – which happen
simultaneously and differently than they do when in-person. Evidence suggests that voice is the most important
channel. In internal study of online meetings, 51% of the participants ranked the ability to “hear people” as the most
important communicative feature of meetings [138]. This is in line with prior research that has found that voice is
the central communicative mode and should be optimized for, even in video meetings [124,137].
However, video is important in terms of “social presence” – the sense of intimacy and immediacy with others. The
importance of presence (and the consequences of its absence) recurs frequently in research across internal and
external studies. In multiple studies of Microsoft employees’ experiences during COVID-19, participants reported
that small group or one-on-one meetings with video turned on can be engaging and interactive, especially if people
in these small meetings know each other well [26,138]. As group size grows, however, people reported feeling
increasingly invisible. Independent of the number of people, social presence is difficult to attain when the meeting is
primarily focused on screensharing or presentations. In those cases, Microsoft employees who were presenting
reported that they were “speaking into the void”, with no sense of audience and thus no way to adjust how to
proceed. Similarly, attendees became largely invisible, especially if they muted their microphones and cameras to
ensure that the presenter could speak without distraction, which led in turn, to increased disengagement [138].
However, this same study also found changes over time. Video was turned on more initially during the pandemic,
but as time passed, this was reported to happen less often due to bandwidth problems and the fatigue caused by
people feeling like they always had to be presentable [138]. At the same time, the study found that the use of video
(choosing to turn it on or not) did not correlate strongly with other factors measured, such as feeling effective,
feeling tired, being able to engage, feeling comfortable, feeling that meetings are well-managed, and multitasking.
This response appears to be at odds with the finding that visual presence is important. It is likely that this
complicated issue is pointing to multiple factors at play which need further disentangling.
Even without a presentation, “reading the room,” – knowing what people are attending to, what activities are taking
place, and being able to perceive non-verbal interaction – is difficult in remote meetings, especially as group size
increases. A study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138] showed that
“knowing who is speaking” was one of the three most important features of video conference quality, yet that could
be difficult to discern. While current speakers might be heard, not knowing where to locate that speaker’s visual
representation (video or an audio placeholder) was reported to make it more difficult to judge when to take a turn.
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In fact, turn-taking (the prediction and management of which person should take the next turn to talk [144]) was the
most frequently reported issue when asking about interactivity challenges in a study of Microsoft employees’
experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138]. Users reported uncertainty about the best way to deal with
overlapping and interruptive talk [138]. This is also an aspect of remote meetings that research has explored for
decades [146]. Even with video on, audio latency makes it more difficult to take turns and to separate meaningful
and non-meaningful delays in responses [142]. The limited field of view and flattened view from webcams, as well
as the arbitrary ordering of video rectangles also make it difficult to notice both the subtle visual cues that someone
wants a turn at talk and the associated subtle visual cues that other group members are attending to a potential bid to
talk [173]. The hand-raising feature in Teams was reported as helpful for overcoming at least the issue of bidding for
a turn, but it was new and its use was only beginning to be ingrained [138].
Some of these challenges are caused by social cues we would normally use in-person not being present, others are
caused by limitations of internet connections, especially shared domestic connections. It is important to note,
however, that research has shown that even with no perceptible audio or video lag, conversations that are mediated
by audio or video technology are significantly less interactive than in-person meetings. Mediated conversations have
less overlapping speech and may be perceived as more formal [146]. Problems with internet connections, such as
choppy audio and video, can have lead people to turn off their microphones and video, limiting everyone's ability to
perceive one another [138], further reducing everyone's sense of togetherness, and hence undermining the kind of
mutual social joys and obligations that are central to the experience of meeting in person. (For more about
bandwidth and latency problems, see Chapter 5 on Devices and Physical Ecosystems.)
1.3.4 The use of video in meetings is both a personal and group affair.
One study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138] also found that there
are many reasons why people choose to keep their video off, or not to turn it on in a remote meeting. As we have
already noted, technical performance issues were rated as amongst the most important. However, the other major
factors cited were: other people turning their video off, people wanting to multitask, and people feeling selfconscious about their appearance. “Not actively participating” and “The effort of being seen” were also rated as
highly important by many participants, but this was less clear-cut. In general, there were no differences by gender,
role or prior remote work experience.
Examining the comments from participants, the study found peer-mimicry to be ubiquitous: people looked to others
in the meeting for cues as to whether to turn video on or not, especially looking to a meeting leader or customer
establishing the norm. Many people also mentioned (and conflated) the effort of appearing presentable, appearing
attentive by looking at the camera, managing their background, managing family interruptions, and feelings of selfconsciousness. Non-standard meeting hours were commonly to blame for video off in early mornings, late nights,
and after workouts or showers. However, some mentioned this perception of effort and self-consciousness was
decreasing, greatly influenced by team culture. Video in general was seen as adding more social and engagement
value—it was rarely spoken about in terms of improving work efficiency or output.
A second set of questions explored the value of video in different kinds of meetings: small group discussions, small
group collaboration around shared documents or presentations, and large presentations. In small group discussions
(with no shared documents), most people reported benefits to video, indicating that video for the most part was not
distracting, that it boosted engagement, and provided important information for the collaboration. This situation
changed, however, when there was a shared document or presentation in a small group. Whereas the video for this
scenario was still not found to be distracting for most, it was also not always seen to boost engagement. Half of
respondents in this case also said they wanted more information about others in this situation (53%), but a sizable
minority did not (21%). People were divided when it came to seeing video of audience members during
large presentations. When presenting, 27% of people said they found video of the audience distracting while 55%
did not; 53% wished for more information about the audience while 25% did not. When in the audience, sizeable
groups did and did not find video of the audience distracting (50% and 39% respectively), and did and did not wish
for more information about the audience (34% and 53%).
On the whole then, people were more likely to find video of others distracting in large group presentation scenarios
(whether presenting or audience) than in small-group scenarios. People were less likely to want more information
about people who had their video off in the audience scenario, than in any other scenario (presenting, discussion, or
collaboration). This was borne out in free text entries where it was generally judged that video was a net positive for
small meetings, and a net detractor in big meetings. In big meetings, audiences liked to see video of the presenter,
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and active question-askers, but not the audience, whereas presenters felt like the lack of audience video left them
speaking into a void (as noted above).
Examining people’s comments in relation to these questions reveals that the use of video in meetings presents a
conundrum: on the one hand, the video of others can be irrelevant or even distracting (e.g., when others are clearly
multitasking or not paying attention). On the other hand, visual information we normally glean from in-person
meetings is clearly important for interaction and engagement, but difficult to convey in video conferences. As one
participant put it, “[…] it’s not information that’s readily distilled, nor is it information that comes across well with a
bunch of little video boxes. It’s information that’s often not even possible: who’s sitting with who, who’s having a
side conversation when […] Who’s smiling and who’s nodding is something you might get on camera...but people
do behave differently when there's a camera on their face than when they're just in a room. […]”
The modern video meeting attendee thus sits at the intersection of three phenomena: 1) the diminished utility of
video since people cannot produce the interactional information they would have in person; 2) the need, as a
speaker, to understand people’s engagement (attention, emotion, etc.); and 3) the pressure, as a listener, to return the
courtesy of relaying engagement information to the speaker. The result is that the provision of engagement
information, which is universally acknowledged as valuable, is forcibly coupled to the consumption of irrelevant
video information and a constant, unnatural physical configuration.
1.3.5 Parallel chat became a pervasive component of meetings.
Although the audio and visual channels are primary when video conferencing, most platforms also enable attendees
to simultaneously post text, images, files, links etc. into a parallel chat area. A study of Microsoft employees’
experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [128,138] found that over two-thirds (69.7%) reported using
parallel chat in meetings, 26.6% reported using parallel chat in every meeting or almost every meeting, and 24.1%
using parallel chat at least once a week. Thus people are splitting their attention across modalities. We know from
previous studies [136,155] that attendees engage in backchannel chat because they want clarification on meeting
contents, or want to participate, and/or influence others in the meeting when it is difficult to get a word in edgewise.
This parallel conversation may augment the main discussion by allowing more people to contribute their ideas and
share resources and can hence increase inclusion. But parallel chat can also create new challenges for meeting
organizers and participants: chat can distract attendees from the main agenda, and organizers may have trouble
integrating chat conversation with the overall meeting discourse. It is further unclear how meeting chat and the
meeting proper are integrated into a holistic understanding for all participants.
One study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138] also found that people
were using chat more, some people found it more distracting than others, but most agreed it was a net positive. The
top perceived positive uses of chat were allowing communication without interrupting the speaker and making large
meetings more inclusive where it was tough for everyone to speak. The top reason for chat being distracting was
when the chat conversation diverged from the audio-visual discussion, making it difficult for attendees to allocate
attention. Respondents who were most positive about chat tended to list specific uses, suggesting that people who
were successful at chat formed strong models of what chat is good for and when to ignore it or not use it, in order to
mitigate its distractive effects.
It seems then that in-meeting parallel chat is one way that people can make their voices heard and their presence felt
in an all-remote world. This appears to be a new habit that has gained strength and a feature that we are beginning to
rely on and learn to use in this new world of work, and a way to compensate for some of the shortcomings of
current, collaborative tools.
1.4 Inclusion and Forming Connections
1.4.1 Remote work affected inclusion both negatively and positively.
Difficulties in having a sense of presence and in having all voices heard point to some of the downsides of remote
collaboration tools and their impact on inclusion. For example, when it comes to online meetings, it appears that
junior (career level as self-reported in verbatims) Microsoft employees found it especially difficult to gain turns at
talk or have their presence noticed, making hierarchies more conspicuous [138]. A recent study comparing the first
90 days of new hires in Azure Edge [69] to those of new hires the previous year found that new hires had a difficult
time connecting with others, impacting their productivity. For that group, new hire meeting hours, meetings
attended, emails and IMs sent, collaboration hours, internal and external network size were all down relative to
2019. Consistent with pre-pandemic research [86,87], new hires interviewed felt more positive when they had
“formalized, consistent and sustained 1:1 interactions with onboarding buddies, mentors and their managers.”
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Furthermore, over-reliance on the visual channel in remote meetings can make telework especially challenging for
people who are blind or low vision, and the assumption that everyone can hear the audio channel equally well can be
difficult for the deaf. More specifically, our research shows that people who rely on screen readers for compute
output (those who are low vision or have dyslexia) encountered were especially challenged when other people
shared their screens with them, putting the screen reader voice of the shared screen and the speaker's voice in
competition [163]. Another interesting finding is that those who are deaf and speak through ASL interpreters are
disadvantaged by systems that use active speaker detection to choose which video streams to display. Such systems
highlight the interpreter rather than the person who is signing leading these users to feel unintentionally digitally
“erased” from the interaction [163].
At the same time, we are finding evidence of many benefits of all-remote work when it comes to inclusivity. As an
example, some participants who previously felt excluded reported that their social presence increased during the
pandemic. One study, designed to explore telework with and for people with disabilities [163], suggests that the shift
to remote work has been a social leveler in some respects. People who under normal circumstances had to work
from home were now ‘experts’ in teleworking, and some said that they preferred this new normal because they were
no longer at a disadvantage simply by virtue of being the only one ‘not in the room.’ This same study found that
some deaf participants who lip read said that all-remote meetings were much better for them because the frontal
views of each participant were captured: this made it much easier to lip read, compared to calling into a conference
room where the camera captures side views of people in a meeting [163]. These results show that who is included
and who is excluded by which configurations of technologies and social practices is a complex issue, but one that
deserves to be put front and center of our research, design and development efforts.
Another important point is that this “social levelling” effect is in fact of more general significance: in a study of
Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138], the equalizing effect of everyone
being remote was a major theme in the journal study. For example, one participant said, “When we’re meeting in a
conference room, it’s easy for people who are remote and on Teams to be overlooked or marginalized. […] Having
everyone on Teams means everyone has the same opportunities to speak and has the same challenges in terms of
hearing/presenting.” This is confirmed by other studies: Several participants in an external study of decision makers
commented on senior leadership being more accessible online as opposed to being largely unavailable when
working from a big corner office [62]. An important point here is that this effect will likely disappear when some
people return to the office and we are then experiencing more hybrid meetings situations where some people are copresent and others are remote. Designing for the hybrid meeting situation raises a whole new set of challenges to
make sure interaction is inclusive.
1.4.2 Many people not only maintained their existing networks post-COVID but made new connections.
Given the challenges of collaborating remotely, we might surmise that people’s collaborative networks would suffer.
Some internal studies showed that many people’s professional networks were either maintained or even grew at the
start of the pandemic. This was not universal, however.
Early in the pandemic, for example, a study of Microsoft employees in China [131] found that people’s networks did
not change substantially after enforced working from home. After shifting to remote work, a quarter of employees
experienced no significant change, and two thirds of employees maintained a network within 30% of their original
size.
A different internal study analyzed the connections made by over 92,000 Microsoft employees [148] in order to
explore the “meaningful connections” they made (emails, instant messages, and calls) pre and post enforced working
from home, with a focus was on outbound connections to 4 or fewer recipients. The data show that most employees
did not drop their meaningful connections in the transition to remote work and in fact increased contact with their
prior connections by 3%. More than this, they were also found to increase the size of their networks, making 24%
more than in the month prior to the shift to remote work. Most surprising, perhaps, was that 22% of these were
outside of people’s usual working groups. The researchers suggest that this is the sign of a resilient organization
where deliberate efforts are made to adapt working patterns to the new conditions.
An additional source of data comes from a study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during
COVID-19 [138]. This found that the strength of people’s indirect connections (people they do not normally work
with but are otherwise aware of) was generally perceived to be getting weaker, with the lack of spontaneous
interaction cited as a significant factor here. People were also having variable success in maintaining their
connections with their direct network (the colleagues they work with on a day-to-day basis), with a bimodal
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distribution here of 36% participants who felt this was weaker, and 42% who felt it was stronger (22% reported no
change). The majority of people in the study reported making new connections while working remotely, or forming
new working relationships with existing connections. However, success with new connections appears to depend on
role and experience. Some of our evidence shows that people in non-developer roles were more likely to form new
connections, and people with previous remote work experience also fared better in this regard [138].
An external LinkedIn study of event attendees [179], however, shows that the networking that would have happened
at on-site events was substantially undermined when events went online. The people interviewed found two-way
video chat most conducive to forming those new connections but also found such video conferencing fatiguing. The
picture on networks is complex and involves a variety of factors. The kind of network matters, be it direct close
colleagues, indirect connections, or new connections. In addition, we have seen that role matters, as well as
experience in remote working. There is little doubt, however, that the “levelling effect” of everyone being remote is
at play, with physical location receding into the background and thus everyone feeling “as close” to everyone else
(at least for those in the same time zone). We also need to understand whether these findings generalize outside of
Microsoft, and to organizations which are perhaps less resilient, and with less technical infrastructure to rely on.
1.5 Looking Forward
1.5.1 People are creative and resilient, and are developing new work practices to adapt to a changing world.
In the face of the challenges outlined above, people are developing innovative new work practices at individual,
team, and institutional levels. These can be effective but can also have undesirable downstream effects.
For example, from early in the pandemic, teams in Microsoft were developing new strategies to address meeting
challenges, being thoughtful and deliberate in how they manage their meetings while everyone is remote: for
example, people were trying to be more inclusive in their scheduling [138,149], more intentional about how and
why they hold meetings [29], more punctual [138], turning on video to signal engagement [149,163], recording
meetings, and immediately distributing presentation content [149]. It turns out that these kinds of practices are
important: evidence suggests that good quality meetings and effective communication were associated with better
perceived productivity [149]. On the flipside, meetings without clear agendas contributed to increased frustration
and meeting fatigue [149].
Looking a little closer at how both preparation for meetings and meeting follow-up might have changed during
working from home, we turn again to an internal study of online meetings [138]. This study found that while a small
majority (55%) experienced a change in preparation for meetings, a substantial cohort (45%) did not. For those who
experienced a change, all types of preparatory work were cited as being more frequent (pre-reads, agendas, goals,
async and sync discussion) leading to most (66%) feeling better prepared for meetings. However, the picture was
very unclear as to the overall value of preparatory work, with split opinions on whether it made other people better
prepared, made meetings run more smoothly, or whether it improved productivity. However, there was strong
agreement that better meeting preparation did not reduce the number of meetings overall.
With regard to meeting follow-up, an overwhelming majority (94%) of participants said they experienced more of at
least one type. Here, Teams personal chat was seen as a positive way to follow up (63% reported an increase), while
additional meetings were viewed as negative (40% of people reported an increase). There were modest increases in
the use of action items and document collaboration, and mixed results for the use of Teams channels, meeting chat
threads, and email. There was no strong evidence for positive impact of increased follow-up from meetings, possibly
because of the negative impact of more email and more meetings being seen to undermine productivity. Good action
items were seen as positive, although some comments indicated that they were often not tracked. Other pain points
included lack of time at the end of meetings devoted to confirming follow up actions, and the problem of post
meeting-related discussion being fragmented across Teams chats, channels, meeting chats, etc.
Teams were also developing some norms around shorter meetings and no-meeting days, and there were reports of
leaders developing new meeting habits for teams. To deal with some of the problematic interactional issues in
remote meetings, Microsoft employees reported that meeting moderation was becoming increasingly common [138]:
either people were being assigned this role officially or they were taking it on in a more ad hoc way. Many
moderators felt that they were providing a crucial service for their team. Other groups were questioning whether
meetings were always the best route, and recommended considering when a Teams meeting should be an email
[9,181]. However, people had mixed success in trying to reduce meetings through more asynchronous means, such
as Teams chat, email, Teams channels and document collaboration [138].
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These emergent practices can also have unexpected downstream consequences. One study of external information
workers found: “Everyone’s calendars look full,” so people often have to ping coworkers to determine their
availability, which in turn “[takes] more time and [leads] to more distractions” [156]. Moderators in meetings find
that their own ability to contribute effectively to the discussion is diminished. No-meeting Fridays also resulted in
reports of even more meetings compressed into even longer workdays from Monday to Thursday. Which strategies
will work best for which individuals and teams remains an object of further research. Developing more deliberate
practices takes time, is hard work, new team members need to be taught, and it may not work outside one’s team,
leading to some frustration [138].
It seems, then, that we are collectively taking this opportunity to learn new skills in managing and making the most
of remote meetings. Capturing and learning from this experience will be a key issue when we do start to go back to
the office, both for the benefit of remote workers and for those who can meet in person.
1.5.2 The best hybrid future will retain many new work practices and focus on flexibility.
To close out the study of Microsoft employees’ experiences in remote meetings during COVID-19 [138], a poll was
sent out to dig deeper into participants’ opinions about a hybrid future, given their experiences over the course of
working from home. One question asked which meeting practices developed during mandatory working from home
should persist. These included: seeking to reduce meetings, uploading profile images, using active moderation,
including time to confirm next actions, not scheduling meetings back-to-back, using chat to increase participation,
having agendas, and turning video on. There was near-universal support for retaining almost all practices (<10%
disagreement). The one major exception was ‘everyone should turn on video’: 31% disagreed or strongly disagreed
this practice should be carried forward. This reflects previous earlier findings (above) exploring why people turn
video off, which showed that video is not considered necessary for meeting effectiveness in most cases and comes
with a host of negative costs.
Another question asked what types of activities should be prioritized in opportunities for same-room meetings. In a
hybrid working world, opportunities for same-room meetings are scarce, so the aim was to understand the most
effective use of that time together. It was near-universal (<6% disagreement) that we should: prioritize hybrid
meetings where remote attendees engage fully; and prioritize same room meetings which are well-planned, so that
meetings are efficient. There was also majority support (45-60%) for: building in 1:1 and group social time, and
prioritizing meetings for which planning is difficult to facilitate creativity (but there was a reasonable minority
opposition, 15-20%). Prioritizing ‘meetings for which planning is difficult’ saw substantially more support from
those without prior remote work experience (62% for; 10% against), than those with prior experience (40% for, 23%
against). It is possible that remote workers underestimate the value of co-location in resolving ill-defined tasks – and
it is possible that office workers overestimate it.
The verbatim responses that accompanied the poll reveal just how uncertain the future of hybrid meetings is, and
how much flexibility we will need to have. Many participants indicated that they felt that the default mode of work
should change permanently to remote asynchronous work, predicting there will be little or no opportunity for entire
teams to be physically co-present in the future. However, there was also a strong voice from those who appreciate
the benefits of physical co-presence. These people cited creative and social meetings as good candidates for
prioritizing if any time in the same room is possible. In general, responses overwhelmingly cited a need for
flexibility in whatever happens in future–solved team by team, need by need, and not top down, while supported by
flexible technologies.
While the above research considers what people think of hybrid working in prospect, Microsoft employees in China
have already been experiencing hybrid working and two studies report early findings from a staggered schedule of
returning to the office [176].
One study of three Microsoft offices in China used a survey and interview technique to explore people’s decisions to
return to the office or not [176]. The study found that two of the main motivations at play in deciding to return to the
office were the ability to have meetings in person and social engagements with colleagues, underscoring the
importance of in-person connection in working life and the degree to which working from home can undermine it.
One general finding was a perception of higher productivity and increased job satisfaction when in hybrid work
mode compared to all remote working pointing to the success of this mode of working.
However, a key question is: as a result of prolonged working from home, are there permanent changes in how
people work? What will persist when some people transition back to the office and what is temporary? To explore
this, the Workplace Analytics team [131] examined telemetry data from Microsoft employees in China. Early trends
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indicate that collaboration patterns established during working from home have so far largely persisted. Increased
use of instant messaging has stayed at the same elevated level as during the work-from-home phase, remaining
steady as a way of communicating both within meetings and outside of them. At the same time, Teams voice and
video calls have fluctuated considerably and even increased as people began to return to the office, probably
reflecting the fact that many people were still working from home.
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2 PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY AND WELL-BEING
By Jenna Butler, Mary Czerwinski, Shamsi Iqbal, Sonia Jaffe, Kate Nowak, Emily Peloquin, and Longqi Yang
2.1 Introduction
We now turn to understanding the impact that COVID-19 had on the personal productivity and well-being of
information workers as their work practices were impacted by remote work. This chapter overviews people’s
productivity, satisfaction, and work patterns, and shows that the challenges and benefits of remote work are closely
linked. Looking forward, the infrastructure surrounding work will need to evolve to help people adapt to the
challenges of remote and hybrid work.
2.2 Productivity, Satisfaction, and Work Patterns
2.2.1 On average, self-reported productivity was unchanged, but it varied with role and experience.
Since information worker productivity is hard to measure, many studies looked at self-reported productivity and
satisfaction. Individually, some people flourished – and hoped to continue working from home at least part of the
time post-COVID – but others struggled. In a March survey of US-based Microsoft software engineers and program
managers, 34% said their productivity had decreased while working from home, and 34% said it had increased. In a
July survey of employees in Puget Sound, 32% agreed that returning to the office would make them more productive
and 30% disagreed [109]. Externally, we saw an initial information overload as people adjusted to new tools and
ways of working [77]. Some people reported liking the new interpersonal communication patterns while others were
hoping for a return to the “old way” [77].
Microsoft employees were more likely to report a decrease in productivity while working from home if they
reported little prior experience with remote work, a shorter tenure at the company, fewer pre-pandemic
collaborations (including meetings), or fewer standups. Also, software engineers were more likely than program
managers to report their productivity being negatively affected [46]. Geographically, employees in Puget Sound
were also more likely to report a decrease in productivity and lower satisfaction [46,128], potentially due to their
having less experience with remote collaboration. In a survey of Microsoft employees in China, perceived personal
and team productivity while working from home were significantly correlated with how one felt about physical
health and mental well-being, perceived workplaces’ setup and boundaries, meetings, team culture and workplace
status.
Externally, in a spring 2020 survey of US workers commissioned by Stanford, 35% of respondents said they could
be fully effective at their jobs while working remotely, 28% said they could do their jobs with 50 to 90% efficiency,
and 37% said that they could not do their jobs at home or would be less than 50% efficient [18]. A pre-pandemic
study [66] that used Occupational Information Network (O*NET) data on job content estimated that 37% of jobs
(representing 46% of wages) could be done remotely [38]. In addition to job characteristics, individual
circumstances mattered: a study of information workers found that whether they felt they could work from home
productively depended on 1) the layout of their workspace and 2) whether they lived with others. Those living with
others found their productivity hinged upon the needs of their co-habitants – children, partners needing help with
errands or tasks, etc. [156].
These results are in line with prior remote work experiments. Nick Bloom and colleagues ran an experiment with
call center workers who had expressed interest in working from home and found that, while the average effect of
doing so was positive, some people were negatively affected. Those who were less productive at home were more
likely to return to the office after the experiment ended [17]. A different experiment at the US Patent Office also
found positive average effects, particularly for those who chose to move to areas with lower cost of living [32].
Prior research also found that factors like personality [125] and gender [1,63] played roles in remote work outcomes.
Previous work also suggests that work that is easily codified is more amenable to remote work [14,168], but that
creative work [59], new workstreams [53,140], and tasks that require extensive collaboration will suffer when done
remotely [59,168]. Connecting these findings to the roles and types of work done at Microsoft is an important topic
for future research.
While it is hard to measure productivity objectively, there are available objective measures for short-term developer
activity; see the following chapter on Software Engineering Experiences for more details. On average, pull requests
stayed constant or increased slightly. However, according to an internal study [69], the number of pull requests per
new hire that started following the post-COVID move to remote work were 34% lower compared to pull requests
per new hire during the same period in 2019; a greater percentage of developer new hires had not completed any
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pull requests in the first 90 days and the median time to complete a first pull request increased by 28% relative to
2019 [69]. New hires may not know the team as well, they may lack context, and it might be especially hard for
managers to manage them remotely. The same study found that vendors completed 27% fewer pull requests on
average this year compared to 2019.
2.2.2 While some reported satisfaction with remote work, it varied with organization, role, and experience.
Just as productivity varied extensively by role and experience, so did job satisfaction. In a survey of US-based
Microsoft software engineers and program managers, 31% said that their job satisfaction had decreased, but 32%
said it had increased [46]. Similarly, 33% of Microsoft Puget sound employees responding to a survey agreed that
returning to the office would improve their overall well-being while 29% disagreed [109]. In a CSEO (Core Services
Engineering and Operations) survey in November 2020, 81% of global Microsoft employees were satisfied (12%
dissatisfied) with work from home [128]; a study in OXO (Office Experience Organization) yielded similar results,
with over 60% reporting they're satisfied working from home [26].
Employees were more likely to be satisfied with working from home during COVID-19 if they had experience
working from home prior to the pandemic [46,128]; in the CSEO survey 85% of global Microsoft employees who
worked from home weekly before COVID-19 were satisfied working from home during COVID-19 (compared to
69% of those who never worked from home previously). This is also consistent with the results of an OXO survey,
in which 61% of respondents said the challenges they faced early on improved over time [26]. Some people who
worked remotely prior to COVID-19 reported that the totally-remote meetings they had in spring 2020 worked
better than meetings pre-COVID when they were remote and everyone else was in a conference room [163].
People’s satisfaction was correlated with their feelings of commitment, motivation, focus and being overworked.
Nearly one-third (31%) of respondents to an external survey who felt committed to their team goals preferred
working from home over the office, compared with 18% of those who felt disconnected from their team’s objectives
[180]. In the OXO study [26], people were less likely to report being satisfied with their work on days they
mentioned challenges with motivation, focus, or feeling overworked. The same study found that mental and physical
health, along with motivation and feeling overworked, were strongly associated with someone reporting being
satisfied on less than 60% of their nightly responses. These challenges and the relationship to job satisfaction were
not specific to working from home but could have been exacerbated by it. Managers in OXO were less likely than
individual contributors to at some point report challenges related to motivation and collaboration, but more likely to
have challenges around meetings, kids, and well-being [26].
A study from eXperience Collective Planning & Research [156] proposed five common remote work “journeys”
based on feedback collected from external information workers, a framework that could help categorize the
aforementioned experiences. The first category was the Positive experience, where people felt well-prepared for the
challenge and embraced the benefits that it presented. The second category, Growing, represented the experiences of
those who struggled initially, but then adapted and ended up feeling good. The third group, Resilient, represented
those whose productivity and attitude towards remote work varied day by day. The fourth group, Struggling,
included people who initially enjoyed the benefits of remote work, but later struggled as negative effects of isolation
and distraction crept in. Finally, the last journey, Negative, represented those who felt overwhelmed with the
challenges from the beginning and continued to have a negative experience. Of note here, the individual’s particular
“journey” was very much impacted by their job demands, workplace setup and whether they cohabitated with other
people.
2.2.3 Average workdays got longer during COVID.
On average, the workday during COVID started earlier and ran later [22,26,66,128,151]. One internal study found
that seven out of ten people experienced workweeks that expanded by at least three hours, that many people started
to skip the lunch hour, and that the share of instant messages sent between 6 pm and midnight increased by 52% on
average [3,66]. A study of external Teams users showed an 100% uptick in instant messages on Teams, particularly
after hours [6]. GitHub data on developer activity also showed a lengthening of the workday for non-Microsoft
employees [47]. In a study of information workers external to Microsoft, people reported that they found it more
difficult than expected to stop working at the end of the day [156]. Internally, the change of workdays varied by
roles [182]; sales and marketing professionals experienced shorter work days, and the changes for IT and researchers
were not significant.
We see a similar pattern globally, potentially exacerbated by time zone differences. When Microsoft China offices
switched to remote, average workday length (the time between the first and last work activity) increased. When they
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began to return to offices, it lengthened still more [131]. In a study of India-based Microsoft employees, it was
found that the greater the time difference with collaborators, the bigger the challenge in managing the length of the
workday [83]. Many people spent much of the day on other responsibilities – such as parenting or taking care of the
household – and worked in the evenings.
Work also started extending into weekends more than it had before COVID-19. Using SwiftKey data as a proxy for
mobile users, Microsoft Customer Insights Research (MMX) analyzed how usage of Teams and Outlook changed
between February (before COVID-19 required people to work remotely) and April (after the transition to remote
work); they found that weekend usage of mobile Teams increased from 25% of weekday usage to 35%, and
weekend usage of PC Teams increased from 36% to 44%. Also, for SwiftKey users, weekend use of Outlook grew
more than weekday usage; This may suggest that some communications are extending into weekends, and that
mobile apps are seen to be more suitable for these communications.
Importantly, the observed longer workdays may be partially due to the increased interweaving of work and life tasks
(see later in this chapter), meaning that the increase in actual time spent working may be smaller than the increase in
the workday. However, this is unlikely to be the only factor. Prior research found that remote workers were more
likely to work overtime than those with more traditional workplace arrangements [122]. Remote workers may be
inclined to work more hours to signal “work devotion” in lieu of being able to do so through consistent physical
presence at the office [54].
Another potential source of additional working hours is the elimination of commutes. Microsoft survey respondents
reported an average total commute time of approximately one hour per day and about half of them said that not
having to commute was a very important benefit of working from home [46]. In a survey of Microsoft employees in
China, 59% listed commute time as a reason they continued to work from home some days after the offices opened
[176].
The previous chapter on Collaboration and Meetings provided additional detail about increases in meeting time and
after-hours meetings and communications.
2.2.4 Some, but not all, employees with children struggled with childcare.
Multiple studies reported that the additional childcare responsibilities due to COVID-19 complicated working from
home [83,156]. When asked about the top factors contributing to work stress, 24% of information and firstline
workers in India and 21% in Brazil selected “Balancing childcare or homeschooling with work,” compared to 16%
in the US, 15% in the UK, 14% in Australia, 12% in Germany and 4% in Japan [154]. In an external survey of
remote workers [35], 85% of women with childcare responsibilities reported that their caregiving responsibilities
were making it somewhat or much more difficult to attend to work, as did 70% of men who were caregivers [35].
The same survey also found other differences in the work-from-home experience of people with caregiving
responsibilities. People with childcare responsibilities commented on exhaustion, the need to work around the clock
to catch up, and challenges in homeschooling children; they were eating less healthily than before and exercising
less [35]. Overall, the study found that older males without childcare responsibilities had a more positive work from
home experience than those who had to balance work with caregiving responsibilities.
However, at Microsoft, the effect appeared to be smaller; fewer than 60% of employees with children reported
difficulty in handling childcare responsibilities. Difficulty with childcare was correlated with self-reported
productivity, but just having children was not: 43% of those who reported childcare difficulties reported their
productivity had decreased while working from home compared to 29% for those who did not have children in
school or daycare prior to COVID-19 and 23% for those with children who reported no difficulty with childcare.
There were also cultural nuances: in India, some employees reported that staying with larger family meant having to
disproportionately take on more of the household responsibilities while losing the benefits of having household help
[83]. Employees with family duties also tended to report different specific challenges. Employees who previously
had children in school or childcare were more likely to indicate major challenges of “More distractions or
interruptions” and “Less time to complete my work”, and less likely to indicate “Lack of motivation” [46]. In OXO,
5% of people consistently reported issues related to “Kids and Distractions” as the hardest part of their day for the
first 7 weeks following the move to remote work [26].
2.2.5 Managers appeared to be especially hard hit.
An internal study [69] found that while all members of a 3,500-person org were, on average, working a bit more,
managers seemed to be the hardest hit. Relative to the same period in 2019, software engineering people managers
showed a 300% increase in afterhours instant messaging; 25% increase in afterhours meetings; as well as a 24%
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increase in completed pull requests. This suggests that people managers were both doing more to manage their
teams and doing additional IC work. Another internal study found that managers represented a disproportionate
amount of those employees who had experienced an increase in both workweek and collaboration hours [151].
These changes to manager collaboration appeared to be explained by a combination of remote work and the fact that
they were working during a pandemic, and by comparing managers who were new to remote work with managers
who were already working from home. A different study [182] found that remote work specifically increased
managers’ scheduled meetings by 5%. A study looking at Microsoft customers similarly found that increases in
business planning and direct report reach-outs had a hefty impact on managers’ collaboration hours [6]. A
potentially concerning trend for managers is the possibility that this additional workload will not subside with the
return to the office. In Microsoft China, where employees have begun to return to the workplace, the return-to-work
period has seen manager 1:1 time climb even higher than during the fully remote period [176].
2.2.6 The effect of remote work differed across roles and individual characteristics.
Remote work disrupted the ways that people spent their workdays, and the changes – like the changes in reported
productivity and satisfaction – differed by role [151,182]. Certain workers and types of work were more affected by
the transition. According to an external survey [35], people’s ability to focus was impacted by childcare
responsibilities, compared to those without childcare responsibilities. There was also a gender divide – more female
caregivers (26%) found it extremely difficult to focus, compared to 10% of male caregivers.
Causal inference on telemetry data [182] shows that while scheduled meetings for Microsoft US employees
increased, the effect attributable to an individual working from home – as opposed to COVID-19 more broadly – is
actually negative (-4%). Remote work increased unscheduled call hours (+112%), emails sent (+2.6%) and instant
messages sent (+30%). For individual contributors, the total of scheduled meeting hours + unscheduled call hours
remained flat, while unscheduled in-person interactions necessarily fell, implying a drop in synchronous
communication time. This is consistent with prior literature [1] showing that people tend to exchange less
information when moving to remote. These effects also varied across roles: they were significant for people
specialized in sales, marketing, program management, and business support, but were insignificant for researchers,
scientists, and software engineers [182].
The previous chapter on Collaboration and Meetings provided more information on how different types of meetings
have been affected by the shift to remote work.
Individual characteristics also appeared to affect how well people were able to focus and collaborate effectively
while working from home. Some challenges were particularly acute for neurodivergent professionals (such as those
with autism, ADHD, learning disabilities, or psychosocial disabilities), where sensory stimuli in the home office,
workspace setup, and getting into the mindset of working when surrounded by home could all make it difficult to
focus [100]. Actions neurodiverse professionals took to mitigate some of the challenges included avoiding placing
their desk near a window to avoid mind wandering, using timers to prevent time agnosia (inability to perceive
passage of time), using fidget spinners to help remain focused, and creating spatially separate locations for work and
life (e.g., not working in the bedroom) to compartmentalize their thought processes. Many neurodiverse individuals
worked overtime (12-14 hours) to perform their individual focused work after combating all the attentional
challenges. The flexibility that the option to work from home offers also made work more accessible to some people
with disabilities, by avoiding mobility challenges around commuting, affording more flexible scheduling, and
allowing people to have more ability to customize their work environments [163].
Video collaboration elicits a diverse range of accessibility issues. Because video calling (like remote collaboration
technology in general) relies heavily on the visual channel, it presents obvious challenges to people who are blind or
low vision. However, video calling is vital to people who rely on lip reading, especially since the pandemic response
afforded capturing frontal views of each individual, which is actually better than the view one gets in a meeting inperson. It can also be challenging for neurodivergent professionals; they often prefer having their videos off as they
occasionally perform certain activities to remain stimulated (e.g., fidgeting, pacing back and forth) or to calm down
(e.g., petting a stuffed toy) during a meeting. These activities can be misconstrued as lack of attention or can cause
distraction for other attendees. Turning off video means that they do not need to “pass” as paying attention during a
meeting [100]. See Chapter 6 on the Societal Implications of remote work for additional discussion of how
professionals with disabilities are being impacted.
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Collaboration difficulties can also decrease the productivity of focus time. For example, in external interviews, some
people reported that they had more flexibility to focus on their solo work during the day, but the focus in isolation
sometimes led to misalignments and the need to redo tasks [15].
The previous chapter on Collaboration and Meetings provided more detail regarding general changes and variations
in collaboration patterns.
2.3 Challenges and Benefits Are Closely Linked
2.3.1 Remote work provided flexibility during the pandemic while also blurring the work-life boundary in
problematic ways.
Flexibility was reported as an important benefit of working from home across surveys in different geographies, both
inside and outside of Microsoft [26]. Many people whose flexibility increased used it to interweave life and work
(e.g., do a load of laundry between meetings, take time to cook a better lunch, or move more during the day)
[26,46,69,128,156]. In one study, a Microsoft employee expressed appreciation for having the ability to create their
own work schedule: they liked, for example, being able to split the work day into a morning block and a late
afternoon block with two hours in between to recharge and take care of home duties [66].
However, as seen in prior research on remote work [1], the downside of the flexibility of remote work, particularly
when it involves working from home, is the blurring of the boundary between work and home life that comes from
the elimination of physical boundaries separating the office and home – as well as the temporal boundary afforded
by a commute [26]; in a survey of US Microsoft employees, 72% of those who said flexibility is an important
benefit also said that “lack of boundary between work and personal life” was a challenge in working from home.
Information workers internal and external to Microsoft reported feeling ‘always on’ and having a difficult time
switching off [26,128,156]. Many find it challenging to manage household chores, the immediate needs of
dependents, and work meetings all at the same time in the same space [22,26,69,128,156]. A reminder that everyone
is experiencing the pandemic differently from a survey commissioned by Microsoft in August 2020: a higher
proportion of information and firstline workers in India, Brazil and Japan (>37%) say the lack of separation between
work duties and personal obligations has negatively impacted their well-being compared to those in the US, UK and
Australia (<26%) [154].
People also reported missing the time for quiet thinking and listening to podcasts that was afforded by their
commutes [26]. A study with external business decision makers found that leaders and managers were aware of
these challenges [62].
Unfortunately, some people taking advantage of the flexibility (e.g., to manage caregiving responsibilities during the
day and work in the evening) can make it hard for others to maintain work-life boundaries: respondents in multiple
surveys reported that the work patterns of collaborators can impact their ability to maintain temporal boundaries
between work and personal life as increasing number of work-related emails and messages are sent after hours
[26,100]. Some people reported adapting their practices to remain productive – they replaced old routines and
notions of boundaries with new structures and rituals to condition for productivity, e.g., dressed up formally even
while working from home to set the tone for productivity, or included micro mental breaks to help with context
switching when meetings are stacked [15]. Some neurodivergent survey respondents reported trying to keep nonwork related artifacts out of sight during work time to maintain the boundaries of work and non-work [100]. There
was evidence of adaptation as people settle into long-term remote work in an OXO study: the number one reported
challenge after 20 weeks of remote work was “work” while challenges such as “distractions” and “work-life
balance” became less common [26].
See Chapter 5 on Devices and Physical Ecosystems for additional discussion of physical boundaries.
2.3.2 Non-work distractions increased, whereas work-related distractions decreased for many.
About half of Microsoft software engineers and program managers surveyed said they had experienced an increase
in non-work related distractions (e.g., children, laundry, TV) [46]. In an external survey, over 65% of the
respondents reported that they find it difficult to concentrate during remote work due to external interruptions [35].
In a different external study, people specifically reported challenges in carving out time to focus [156]. This is
consistent with prior work: “Interviews with telecommuters have suggested that the ability to avoid distractions is
important to being effective as a remote worker.” [58]. Non-work related distractions can be particularly problematic
for neurodivergent individuals in a home-office setting [100]. They strive to keep workspace and personal space
completely separate so that they do not get distracted by non-work related items.
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The picture for work distractions is more mixed. Studies have found an increase in IMs among Microsoft employees
and information workers in an external survey reported that the messaging was disruptive [156,182]. However, 40%
of US Microsoft employees surveyed said they have fewer work-related distractions while working remotely, and
only 21% said they have more [46]. Microsoft employees in China also reported the ability to focus as a big benefit
of remote work. In an OMEX study [181] some Microsoft employees reported that working from home allowed
them to focus more, but a hybrid approach would eventually be most beneficial as some tasks might be better
performed at home and other tasks are more suitable in the office (e.g., collaboration).
For neurodivergent professionals, work-related distractions can originate from the remote meeting platforms in ways
that do not affect neurotypical people [100]. For example, visual background or noise from meeting partners’ can be
particularly distracting to neurodivergent people. Some virtual backgrounds can be distracting for neurodivergent
individuals as they can get fixated on the background and lose focus on the meeting content [100]. The increasing
number of notifications also create additional challenges for neurodivergent individuals; they often turn off
notifications to maintain their focus on their ongoing activities [100], but that can result in missing time-sensitive
information, as also shown in past work [78].
The previous chapter on Collaboration and Meetings discussed the potentially distracting role of meeting chats and
other forms of multitasking. We discuss the childcare challenges specific to COVID-19 work from home later in this
chapter.
2.3.3 Many workers felt collaboratively and socially isolated.
People are missing casual water cooler conversations and reporting increased feelings of isolation and lack of
connection [5,22,26,69,128,156]. In one employee survey “Isolated”, “Disconnected” and “Lonely” were amongst
the top words Microsoft employees used to describe how they were feeling [128]. New hires may face heightened
risk of isolation: data on software engineers shows recent new hires have fewer collaboration hours and smaller
networks compared to new hires who joined Microsoft before the pandemic [69].
A study on Microsoft workers from India found that it was primarily those who were new to the workforce who
thrive on the community experience and are missing working in the office the most [83]. In other internal surveys,
46% of respondents said that their needs for spontaneous interaction were not being met and a majority of
respondents considered all types of social meetings to be least effective [138] . Many neurodivergent professionals
do not enjoy online social meetings, because often a few people do most of the talking (often those who start the
meeting) and their topic of interest may not align with everyone [100]. Also, the absence of organic side
conversations in remote calls (breakout rooms are more formal) makes participation more difficult, if the main topic
of conversation is not interesting [100].
In a global study by Qualtrics and SAP, 75% of people say they feel more socially isolated since the outbreak of the
pandemic. In an HBR report, 1 in 3 employees say their team does not maintain informal contact (e.g., asking how
each person, team, etc. is doing) while working from home. People who are lacking in informal contact are 19%
more likely to report a decline in mental well-being [143]. Another survey found that people without caregiving
responsibilities are feeling more isolated than those with such responsibilities [35]. Information workers often found
communication tools to be a poor substitute for in-person connections [156]. Earlier in the post-COVID period many
meetings included a check-in time to socialize or talk about mental, emotional and physical well-being. These have
since largely gone and are being replaced by intentional meetings for this purpose, but due to video conferencing
being draining, people are choosing not to attend these social meetings and losing out on the social opportunities
entirely [138]. An internal study found many people use gaming to try and build social capital and are gaming more
often. They also found many people (50%) are reporting doing more social capital building activities, with the most
common being listening to coworkers who need to talk [138].
A study that analyzes telemetry data [182] also shows that people are more collaboratively isolated when working
from home: more focused time and less meeting time. In a global Microsoft survey in April, 42% of employees
reported feeling less connected (22% more) and 32% feel they have fewer opportunities to collaborate during
COVID-19 (24% more); particularly employees with less prior remote work experience, those in management and
those in Puget Sound and Engineering feel less connected (>50%) [128]. In a separate study, the share of individual
contributors who reported favorably on their team connectiveness dropped from 90% in April to 74% in December;
for managers it drop from 95% to 83% [110]. Prior work suggests that these feelings of increased isolation are not
due solely to COVID-19 and quarantine. A number of studies on telecommuters prior to COVID-19 reported that
remote workers feel socially isolated from their colleagues [116,135], with in-person interaction in the office being
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most important for maintaining workplace friendships [150]. Workers on crowdsourcing and freelancing platforms
like Mechanical Turk or Upwork, where remote work is the norm, often form off-platform social networks to
provide each other with companionship and social support. More generally, the evidence suggests that long-term
ubiquitous remote work negatively affects relationships among coworkers and teams [1,12]. Telemetry from Surface
devices around the world has shown an increase in audio website and app usage, driven largely by communication
apps, while entertainment usage has decreased since the pandemic [64]. In Western Europe, we saw an increase in
IMs that did not decrease when they returned to a hybrid office [151]. Across Microsoft we saw an increase in
emails marked as “focus” during the beginning of the pandemic, but this has since reached a new low baseline. On
the contrary, Teams usage has gone up and stayed up [166]. All of this suggests people are looking for more ways to
communicate and are using a variety of methods (emails, Teams, Zoom, WhatsApp, etc.) to do so while remote.
2.3.4 Remote work provided some benefits for worker health, but also many challenges, particularly with regard to
well-being.
In addition to increased flexibility, working from home has created other quality-of-life benefits for many. Less time
spent commuting, more time spent with family, reduced health risks from the pandemic, and improved diets were
some of the benefits mentioned in internal surveys [26,46,128]. Some people also reported more opportunities for
micro-exercise (e.g., yoga during Teams meetings with the camera off or walking 1:1s over the phone), but others
felt they had become more sedentary [26]. In the OMEX study [181] some people reported that inclusivity had
improved as team members were more tolerant of differences in working style.
In contrast with the above benefits, some employees and external information workers reported feelings of stress and
a feeling of always working [26,128,156]. About 85% of the respondents in an external survey of US-based
respondents including technology professionals, academics, marketing and public relations professionals said that
they feel nervous and stressed [35]. People are also reporting being more overworked as remote work continues
[26]; this may be aggravated by people not taking vacation since COVID-19 means they cannot travel and reporting
having a harder time getting back into work when they do [26]. Survey respondents and researchers question
whether the current work pace is sustainable and raise concerns about long-run burnout [26]. A couple of days in
May were designated “COSINE Health Days”; it seems that about two-thirds people actually took the days off and
many were appreciative: “I didn’t realize how badly I needed a break” [69].
A global study of over 2,700 employees across more than 10 industries undertaken by Qualtrics and SAP during
March and April 2020 showed that since the outbreak of the pandemic, 65% of people report higher stress, 57% are
feeling greater anxiety, and 53% say they feel more emotionally exhausted [143]. The same study showed that 40%
of people at every seniority level of a company have seen a decrease in mental well-being [143], while another study
of 1200 US full-time employees conducted by Ginger, the leader in on-demand mental healthcare, showed that 70%
of workers said the pandemic has been the most stressful time in their careers [81]. From a survey commissioned by
Microsoft in August 2020, over 30% of information and firstline workers say the pandemic has increased their sense
of burnout at work. This number jumps to 44% in Brazil and drops to 10% in Germany compared to 31% in the US.
The same survey found that causes of workplace stress differ between remote and firstline workers: lack of
separation between work and life and feeling disconnected from co-workers are the top 1 and 2 stressors for remote
workers, while the inability to socially distance/worry about getting COVID-19 and unmanageable
workload/workhours are the top 1 and 2 stressors for Firstline workers. 70% of information and firstline workers
surveyed said they think meditating could help them decrease their work-related stress. Again, this number jumps to
92% in India and 84% in Brazil, compared to 73% in the US and 53% in the UK [154].
Challenges in having to adapt in-person practices through new digital tools that may result in broken workflows also
contribute to mental stress and exhaustion. Survey respondents reported that technical challenges resulted in more
annoyance and frustration compared to in-person work, as information workers were relying so heavily on digital
tools to get their work done [156].
In addition to mental stress, there is the additional physical stress on the body from remaining in one place, as
people no longer need to walk between offices, or walk as far to the restroom or to get coffee, etc.
[26,46,128,149,163], and this is causing physical pain [26,128]. People are complaining of their eyes being sore
from staring at the screen; stiffness; aches; carpel tunnel pain; and back issues [26]. In a study of external workers,
90% reported spending more time on their electronic devices [35]. People are reporting not moving for an entire day
except for bio breaks or to get food, and this is concerning knowing the negative effects of spending most of the day
sitting (increased risk of high blood pressure, blood sugar concerns, cancer, and even premature mortality) [1]. The
decrease in movement may also be aggravated by COVID-19 causing gym closures – in one survey 75% of
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respondents said they were getting less exercise than prior to the pandemic [35]. The potential long-term health
implications of ubiquitous remote work are serious but under-researched [1].
Lastly, brain scan-based studies provide some evidence that virtual meetings require more cognitive load, but that
the Teams Together mode may reduce load relative to the traditional grid view and could help eliminate online
meeting fatigue [79]. Another study found that an “attentional spotlight” of the audience based on their affective
responses provided presenters with a better notion of how their talk was going, and where there was agreement or
questions/confusion relative to the current Teams’ grid view of the audience or a randomly chosen spotlight of an
audience member [118]. This reduced the cognitive burden and stress from not being able to “read the room” or
know how your presentation was accepted. The previous chapter on Collaboration and Meetings discussed how the
increase in virtual meetings added to both physical and mental stress.
Chapter 5 on Devices and Physical Ecosystems describes more research on the specific physical effects of working
from home.
2.3.5 Employees worried that their hard work would not be visible to their managers.
Microsoft employees and external information workers have expressed concerns about the need to “look productive”
and the fact that their work is now less visible to their manager or team [26]. This may be aggravated by job security
concerns resulting from COVID-19’s effect on the economy, but it is also expected from the prior literature on
remote work: physical presence in the office is a typical means of signaling “work devotion,” and remote workers
before the pandemic frequently felt the need signal devotion in other ways (e.g., by working longer hours as
discussed earlier) [54,122]. In this vein, while some Microsoft employees appreciate the benefit, some have
indicated reluctance to take the Paid Pandemic School and Childcare Closure Leave [26,69]. One benefit of a
stronger desire to see and be seen may be that people are being more open to ask for help and there are more open
discussions [15].
While employees are being more demonstrative about work due to concerns about job security, a survey of external
business decision-makers found that leaders want to use KPIs and project completion to evaluate employees and are
not interested in monitoring employee behavior [62], suggesting that at least in some cases, employee concerns
about looking productive may be unwarranted. These leaders are already speculating about how to best assess
productivity and performance in a new “flexi-work” or “hybrid” work environment [62].
2.3.6 Conversely, there was increased concern about how their work did show up.
While people worried their work would not be visible, they also expressed increased concern about the fact that
traces of their work often persisted. Because technology mediates more of the work a person does when working
remotely, more interactions can end up being recorded, including written text (e.g., email or IM) and video (e.g.,
remote meetings). This made some employees more hesitant to ask potentially stupid questions while working
remotely, and when they did ask questions they sometimes spent a lot of time on wordsmithing to make sure the
question was clear (since clarifying can harder when not co-located) and made them look good [26].
“Working from home also takes away the easy access to colleagues nearby for a quick question or a "hallway
meeting". Yes, the tools to attempt to replace that are available but aren't perfect replacements. Everything is
recorded in writing (chats) or I'd have to pick up the phone and call which takes a bit more effort so I'm just
less likely to do it.” [160]

The notion of “remote work as surveilled work” gained prominence during the ubiquitous work-from-home period
[145]. Prior literature on remote work has documented employers’ desire to ensure workers are working when
expected [1], but also identified negative effects of electronic performance monitoring, including on employee
productivity, creativity, trust and well-being [11].
2.4 Looking Forward
2.4.1 Roles of managers and leaders are evolving to adapt the challenges of remote work.
There is preliminary evidence that managers may be able to help with any workday length and productivity
challenges: Microsoft employees who received prioritization support from their managers were 2.5 times more
likely to report maintaining their productivity levels and work-life balance in comparison to those who did not
receive prioritization support [110]. A study of telemetry of one organization in the company found that employees
who had the most 1:1 time with their managers saw a much smaller increases in weekly working time (1.5 hours vs.
3 hours) [4]. Similarly, a study of Microsoft employees in Denmark found that the average meeting and email load
decreased as managers’ 1:1 time increased. The inverse relationship suggests 1:1 time enabled managers to help
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employees prioritize work and resolve issues faster [151]. Research has also shown employees who have more oneon-one time with their managers are less likely to be disengaged [121]. Leadership in OXO instituted a policy to
increase manager check-ins, which had a positive effect on 41% of survey respondents (4% negative) [26].
Managers are critical points of connection in terms of providing holistic support to employees – reducing negative
impact on physical and mental well-being, maintaining morale over reduction in force and so on, suggesting soft
skills of managers are becoming even more important than ever before [62]. Recent research of external decisionmakers has shown that the roles of managers and leaders are also evolving with the changes that remote work
brings: leaders are moving faster to make decisions to take quick action on maintaining business continuity and
stability, but with the potential negative consequences of bypassing regular checks that might emerge downstream
[62].
Alignment of the lived experience of leaders and managers is important to create a working environment that caters
to the needs of employees with different challenges. Senior leaders recognize their role in creating a more
democratized and humanized workplace and set examples of how they show up on video from home as well as
appearing to be more accessible online compared to in person [62].
A meta-analysis of past research showed a positive correlation between remote work outcomes and manager
relationship quality, but since it was cross-sectional the association could be due entirely to the fact that (under
normal circumstances) managers may only allow remote work for employees with whom they have a good
relationship [51].
2.4.2 Where to work once it is safe? Workers report mixed preferences but lean toward a hybrid model.
Multiple surveys have found that, for the post-COVID workplace, most employees want a hybrid model of work in
which people work part-time in the office and part-time from home.
In Microsoft China, where offices have reopened, a large majority of respondents to a survey preferred a hybrid
model of work (69%) compared to purely remote work (19%) or the traditional office model (11%) because it
enabled people to combine the advantages of both remote and in office [176]; the same survey found that 69% of
people thought that they were most productive in a hybrid work model. These numbers align closely with those of a
similar survey from COSINE, in which 65% of employees said they wanted a hybrid model post-COVID (vs. 26%
remote-only and 9% traditional) [69]. Additionally, from the CSEO Global Employee Satisfaction Survey (GESS) in
November 2020, 63% of Microsoft employees ideally want a hybrid model compared to 35% fully remote and 3%
never remote [128]. Similarly, 66% of Google employees want a hybrid model compared to 20% fully remote and
10% never remote [94] For some, these preferences are in spite of concerns that a hybrid model will be harder to
manage and potentially create inequality between people in the workplace and people working remotely [26].
There are differences in how people think hybrid work will work best. In a poll regarding same-room vs. hybrid vs.
remote meetings, Microsoft study participants with prior remote work experience were much less likely to support
“Prioritize same room meetings for which planning is difficult,” suggesting maybe remote workers underestimate
the value of co-location in resolving ill-defined tasks and office workers overestimate it [138]. On the other hand,
there was near-universal agreement on “Prioritize hybrid meetings in which all attendees engage fully” and
“Prioritize same-room meetings which are well-planned so that meetings are efficient.”
Results from outside Microsoft also reveal a preference for hybrid work, although the traditional model does better
in these findings. A survey of US workers found that, post-COVID, 24% would like to work from home all of the
time, 56% would like to work from home at least some of the time, and 20% would like to return to the office fulltime [18]. Interestingly, the preferences of company leaders with regards to hybrid work likely differ from those
of their employees. A survey of firms found that, on average, they only want the percent of working days worked
from home to increase from 5.5% pre-COVID to 16.6% post-COVID [2].
All of the above findings refer to workers’ self-reported preferences for a biologically-safe post-COVID world. In
the short-term, people are less positive about returning to the office, whether that is in a hybrid or in a traditional
model. In May 2020, Microsoft employees expressed concerns, anxiety, and even fear around returning to the office
given the challenges of social distancing. Some specifically mentioned they will not return to the workplace or travel
until there is a COVID-19 vaccine. In November 2020, despite soft openings across many regions, 94% of Microsoft
employees continued to work from home full-time (80% across Asia region) [128]. In an external survey of
information workers, 78% of respondents reported that they did not want to return to the workplace yet and that
cleanliness of the workplace is an important factor for them in deciding whether they want to return [35].
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Even pre-COVID, the desire for location flexibility was prominent among young people. In a global external survey
of youths aged 16-25, 72% agreed that “My ability to choose how and when I work impacts how satisfied I am with
my job” (11% disagreed). In the same survey, 63% agreed that “I can be a productive and effective employee for an
organization without going to the workplace every day” (18% disagreed) [103]. However, many young people rely
on the office for socializing as well, meaning hybrid may still be preferred by them to fully remote work [56].
2.4.3 Business decision-makers are considering long-term changes.
Chapter 6, which covers Societal Implications, will discuss some long-term implications of companies planning for
a future with more remote work, including changes to real estate footprint and use of freelancers. Some business
leaders are being empathic in deciding who should return to work with special consideration of the physical and
mental well-being of the employees [62]. However, planning for the hybrid model is logistically complex – and
reorganizing the physical environment to support distancing needs was identified as a goal by business leaders [62]
and as a need by employees [35]. Employee well-being is quickly becoming a key priority for employers – listed as
one of the top 5 business priorities in FY21Q1 by roughly a third of Microsoft’s global customer and partners [33].
There is a latent desire among IT and Business decision makers for metrics to provide a broad understanding of the
well-being, productivity and collaboration of the employee base – without intruding on privacy [42].
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3 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING EXPERIENCES
By Brian Houck, Chandra Maddila, and Peggy Storey
3.1 Introduction
While we have looked at the personal productivity and well-being experience for information workers in general, the
software engineering experience is of particular interest to Microsoft, both because Microsoft employs a large
number of software engineers and because we work closely with the developer community through GitHub and our
partner ecosystem.
Developer productivity is a complex construct which cannot be explained with simple metrics such as lines of code
alone [88]. Several pre-COVID studies showed that developer productivity may refer to time spent designing new
features, writing code and documentation, reviewing code written by others, meeting with team members and end
users, and many other tasks [108]. Objective measures from engineering system telemetry data are important signals
of engineering productivity, while self-reported measures of developer productivity and satisfaction are also needed
to understand the entire engineering experience, especially in times of significant change [158].
3.2 Productivity, Satisfaction, and Work Patterns
3.2.1 Engineering output measures were stable or showed an increase when moving to remote work.
Key metrics of developer activity were flat or showed a small increase in the months following March 2020. This
was true both for software engineers at Microsoft [47,69,99,152] and contributors to projects hosted at GitHub [47].
Metrics that stayed stable or improved include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of pull requests created or closed,
Code review activity,
Number work items like tasks, bug fixes, new features,
Documentation activity,
Average lifetime of pull requests, and
Size of the pull requests.

Pull Requests

A quantitative study of engineering data conducted at MSR [99] showed that a greater number of pull requests were
created and closed March through June 2020 compared with the same time frame in 2019 and 2018, as shown in
Figure 3. Though there was an increase in number of pull requests created, the average age of pull requests seems to
be comparable across these two time periods (30.7 hours in 2020 vs. 30.92 hours in 2019). The size of the pull
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Figure 3: Weekly pull requests over time.
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requests (number of files edited through a pull request), which is a proxy for complexity and magnitude of changes,
was also observed to be consistent with previous years. It was also observed that the number of new repositories
created was slightly lower in 2020 as compared to 2019 and 2018.
When drilling into one engineering organization at Microsoft, the Core Operating Systems and Intelligent Edge
(COSINE) organization, Cosine researchers observed that increases in completed pull requests were the result of an
increase in total hours worked and improved efficiency per hour. In COSINE, pull requests completed per hour of
active development increased by 1% compared to the same period in the previous release cycle [69].
An important metric of the quality of developer activity is the type of work item completed, such as, for examples,
new features or bug fixes vs. refactoring or other trivial maintenance activities. There was a slight increase in the
number of bug fixes and new tasks created (18.1% increase in bug fixes and 15.67% increase in ‘new tasks’) postCOVID as compared to previous years. Code review activity remains consistent with previous years, with 78.4% of
code review requests are completed in 2020 compared to 79.8% in 2019 and 83.08% in 2018. This indicates that
developers were contributing to their team by ensuring that the quality of others’ code remained high. Other related
studies in OXO [26], COSINE / Azure Edge + Platform [69], Experiences and Devices [152] show similar trends
across different organizations and teams.
In addition to the studies mentioned above, which look at the Microsoft software engineering experience, a similar
study was conducted at GitHub on open source projects and paid organization accounts [47]. The GitHub study
reinforces the finding that developer activity remained largely consistent or increased in 2020 compared to previous
years. A 17% increase was seen in pull request volume and 16% increase in push volume. Also, there was a 27%
increase in the number of new opensource projects compared to previous years. An external study of engineering
system output conducted at Baidu, one of the largest IT companies in China, found that engineering output was
more stable with software engineers working from home than onsite [12].
3.2.2 Self-reported productivity suggests a more mixed picture than developer activity metrics.
In addition to engineering system telemetry data, engineering productivity can also be assessed using subjective
measures, such as a developer’s perceived productivity [158]. While telemetry metrics suggest that developer
productivity was stable or increasing at Microsoft and elsewhere post-COVID, findings from a survey in mid-March
of 1387 Microsoft engineers (developers, program managers, engineering managers) shows a more nuanced picture
when it comes to self-reported perceived productivity [46]:
•
•
•
•
•

8% indicated they felt significantly more productive since working from home,
22% felt more productive,
32% felt about the same,
32% felt less productive, and
6% felt significantly less productive.

Engineers’ responses to the survey further indicate that their perception of time spent on engineering activities –
creating and completing pull requests, creating documentation, engineering design work, feature development and
bug fixes – remained ‘about the same’ or has ‘slightly increased’ [46].
In the internal survey [46], developers and program managers were asked to explain their change in productivity
through an open-ended question; Figure 4 shows the main themes that emerged from coding a sample of 400
responses. For engineers that self-reported higher productivity, one commonly reported reason was having fewer
work interruptions and being able to focus on their engineering work. Past research also found that having fewer
interruptions was important for improving development productivity [108]. Telemetry data supports this perception;
one organization of 4500 engineers found the average length of uninterrupted focus within an IDE increased by 6%
post-COVID compared to the same period in 2019 [69]. For engineers that self-reported lower productivity, having
poor equipment and slow connections was reported to negatively affect their productivity and that a lack of informal
communication and waiting for others to complete engineering tasks were factors [46].
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Figure 4: Reasons for higher or lower self-reported engineering productivity.

The themes that emerged from this internal engineering survey resonate with previous research where many factors,
the majority non-technical, are associated with different levels of reported productivity and developer satisfaction
[119,157]. Some of the most important factors reported in this previous research included job enthusiasm, team
culture, peer feedback, autonomy over one’s work, quality of the engineering system and work environment.
Murphy-Hill et al. also noted in their study of developer productivity across several organization that the factor “use
of remote work to concentrate” had the lowest variance across all the studied companies [119]. New factors that
emerged the survey post-COVID include less time on commute (for increased productivity), and home distractions
(for reduced self-reported productivity).
3.2.3 The increased engineering output seems to have come with increased burnout.
“It’s seems to be getting more and more difficult to be productive. And I feel pretty
worn out. It could be because I worked most of last weekend?” [26]
“Trying to do that best job I can, it’s just so much more work” [69]

As nearly ubiquitous remote work continues, engineers are increasingly expressing feelings of being “overworked”:
feeling burnt out, not being able to stay on top of email, and feeling overwhelmed [26]. In a survey of Microsoft
engineers and program managers, 49% said they were working more hours than prior to the pandemic, with only 9%
said they were working fewer hours [46]. This survey also found developers reported spending more hours on
development tasks, including individual coding tasks as well as tasks that contribute to their team such as code
review and documentation creation. This increased workload (real or perceived) may be compounding these
expressed feelings of burnout [46]. An external survey with more than two thousand developers worldwide in the
early weeks of the pandemic, found that developers’ productivity and their well-being are suffering following the
rapid shift to remote work. Dealing with the pandemic and home office ergonomics affected well-being and
productivity, and women, parents, and people with disabilities may be disproportionately affected [133].
The GitHub developer study shows longer workdays post-pandemic were not unique to Microsoft. Developer
activity in private and public GitHub repositories showed longer workdays, including on the weekends [47].
Qualitative interviews done with internal Microsoft engineers suggest that these longer working hours were not
sustainable and contributed to existing or impending burnout [26,69].
Collaboration challenges may also contribute to burnout, as one survey respondents noted: “It is challenging to have
good visibility on the impact of my work” [46]. An increase in the number of meetings and other collaboration
challenges were also seen as ongoing pain points for engineering teams [26,46]. An increase in meeting time is
reported in other studies, as well. For example, half of the respondents in the CSEO study report that they are
spending more time in meetings (51% more time vs 12% less time) [128]. See Chapter 1 on Collaboration and
Meetings for more details.
“I didn’t realize how badly I needed a break” [69]
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One organization attempted to help address the increased burnout by taking two “Health Days,” which resulted in a
four-day weekend. Pull request volume for this four-day span was only 30% the average volume seen over the
previous nine weeks, indicating high participation in the shared break. However, the two weeks following the Health
Days had pull request volumes 15% higher than at the same point in 2019, which may suggest the extra days off
provided some relief to burnout [69].
“I want to focus on my team, because that’s the work I find most rewarding, but there’s still all the same
expectations on my other work” [69]

Engineering Leads appeared at particular risk of being overworked. In a study of the COSINE organization, people
managers completed 24% more pull requests per person than they did during the same time period in 2019, which
indicates a substantial increase in individual activity. Those people managers also spent 50% more time in time in
1:1s per direct report than in 2019, even though the average number of direct reports had only increased by 8%. That
increase in both people management work, as well as increased individual engineering output resulted in a 25%
increase in after-hours meetings and a 309% increase in afterhours IMs [69].
“Onboarding new hires and interns. It’s been a challenge to make sure they’re getting everything they need to
be successful. There’s a bigger time sync to get people ramped up, and it’s harder to delegate some of these
things.” [69]

It appears there is a risk of people managers being overworked and this having negative consequences for
onboarding new hires, although other studies suggest a more nuanced picture. More on this can be found in the next
section.
While this chapter focuses on developers, these findings are consistent with other populations. See the previous
chapter on Personal Productivity and Well-being for a more general view of well-being associated with information
workers, and the upcoming chapter on Societal Implications for a discussion of the downstream impacts of largescale burnout across many organizations.
3.2.4 Collaboration output measures were healthy, but engineers who experienced collaboration challenges
reported lower personal productivity and lower team productivity.
In collaborative projects, pull requests and work items are how developers “tell others about changes they make to a
repository” [47] and issues are an important mechanism for communicating and planning work [47]. Code review
and documentation activities are also important signals of engineering productivity at a team level. Engineering
output measures for collaboration practices post-COVID were stable or showed an increase over time for both
internal and external developers. For internal Microsoft engineers, pull requests and work items were either stable or
showed an increase over time [69,99,152]. Code review and documentation edits also increased internally [69,99].
For external developers, the time to merge pull requests became shorter for open source repositories hosted on
GitHub, with a spike in distinct collaborators for open source projects [47]. Data from enterprise repositories hosted
on GitHub showed an adjustment period to remote work where a drop in issues has been followed by a return to
previous levels from before COVID-19 [47].
Although these signals showed stable or even an increase in engineering output at the team level, collaboration and
communication challenges were associated with reported decreases in perceived productivity (one third reported a
decrease) and team productivity (one quarter reported a decrease). Specifically survey respondents who reported a
decrease in “Communication ease with colleagues”, “Effectiveness of communication with colleagues”, “Quality of
scheduled meetings”, “Positive interactions with their team”, and “Knowledge flow within their team” were more
likely to report lower (perceived) productivity, team productivity and work satisfaction [46].
Engineers and program managers without prior remote experience were more likely to report a decrease in
productivity; perhaps surprisingly, people with fewer meetings and fewer interactions with people in general were
also more likely to say their productivity had decreased [46]. This may be due to them having fewer or lessestablished social connections.
3.2.5 Onboarding software engineers during COVID-19 presented new challenges.
A study in Azure found that new hires who joined since the start of mandatory work-from-home were producing
34% fewer pull requests per-person in their first 90-days than new hires during the same period in 2019. For entrylevel software engineering new hires, 24% completed zero pull requests in their first 90-days, and only 16%
completed their first PR within their first two weeks of joining Microsoft (a decrease of 4% from 2019) [70].
“Not feeling especially connected to the team…” [141]
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A Microsoft survey of software engineering new hires within part of the Azure organization during COVID-19
found that only a third felt socially connected to their team. Forty percent said they did not have at least one 1:1
communication from someone on their team daily [141]. They also communicated with 33% fewer people overall,
attended 11% fewer meetings and met with their direct manager 17% less than new hires who joined in the six
months immediately prior to the move to remote work [70].
Frequently cited concerns from these new hires about their onboarding experience included lack of 1:1 connection
with mentors, managers (both direct and skip-level) and their colleagues [182]. There is good news here, however:
recent research from a company-wide survey suggests that those new hires whose manager was actively involved in
their onboarding were substantially more satisfied with their onboarding experience [111,141].
There are teams that appeared to have more success at building connectedness for their new hires. Microsoft’s
Atlanta site, for example, supplements the standard New Employee Orientation (NEO) with an additional NEO
activity called “New Employee Atlanta” entirely devoted to culture and building a sense of community. They also
hold “Quarterly Social Breakouts” to continue this community building on an ongoing basis. These investments
appear to have helped with onboarding, with software engineering new hires who onboarded to one of the Atlanta
teams communicating with 28% more people, spending 15% more time in meetings, and meeting with their direct
manager 16% more than the average Azure software engineering new hire [70]. These community building activities
were originally designed for in-person onboarding but were adapted to remote while those in the Atlanta site
continue to work from home.
“We are creating something special. We want to keep that communal feel, that sense of community.” [69]

3.3 Challenges and Benefits Are Closely Linked
3.3.1 While engineers adapted to remote work and many found they could focus better, they also felt the lack of inperson interactions hindered their creativity.
“In some ways it feels more productive. In terms of engagement on Teams; everyone is really engaged.” [69]
“We don’t yet have an awesome replacement for getting the right nerds in a room at the same time, with a
whiteboard” [69]

Many engineers reported that working remotely allowed them to focus more effectively on their engineering work as
unscheduled work interruptions (referred to by some as “drive-bys” and “randomizations”) disappeared [46].
However, engineers also reported missing in-person interactions (especially the use of whiteboards) and informal
communication around work (e.g., in hallways, in team rooms and around the watercooler [69]). They described
these informal interactions as being particularly important for sharing information, building relationships, and
creating awareness about engineering work [46]. Lack of awareness of what colleagues are working on and a
decrease in the ability to brainstorm with team members were both found to be associated with lower perceived team
productivity [114]. To some extent, virtual standups, lunch, and coffee breaks helped fill this gap [46,69], but they
still reported that “non-verbal communication in meetings [was] more challenging” [46] and a lack of personal
information cues, such as standing up when a meeting has ending, impacted on meeting quality [26]. These were
discussed in greater detail in the earlier chapter on Collaboration and Meetings.
While engineers reported difficulty replicating these in-person interactions virtually, some found the new
alternatives more inclusive. For example, one person said, “Hallway or whiteboarding conversations, I actually find
those situations so much better now because we have to record things and with people sitting by their computer you
have to be a little more aware about giving people space to speak and that becomes a little more democratic” [69].
Respondents to internal surveys also reported that they found a lack of in-person interactions hindered their
engagement and lowered their engineering creativity [26,46]. Figure 5 illustrates how OXO engineers’ self-reported
ability to do work that involves new ideas, goals and big picture thinking decreased when they moved to remote
work [26].
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Ability to do creative/big-picture work during WFH
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Figure 5: Responses to: “How has your ability to do work that involves new ideas, goals and big picture thinking changed since
the [work-from-home] directive? (In contrast to work that was already planned, scheduled, etc.)” [26].

The pandemic posed a unique set of challenges to software engineers with low vision or who are blind. When
working with other teammates remotely and doing peer programming or live debugging, it can be very difficult to
get the feedback from the user interface and develop spatial awareness. Begel et al. proposed ideas for improving
user interface feedback for low vision or blind software engineers working with others remotely [16]. They found
that transferring visual user interface cues to audio icons that convey cursor movement and direction, as well as
corresponding screen reader output upon item selection, was able to provide the same spatial awareness benefits to a
low vision or blind software engineer as their sighted counterparts.
3.3.2 Software engineers felt gratitude for their team and empathy for remote work.
Although many software engineers reported feeling isolated in the months following the move to remote work, as
well as missing social connections with their team [46] and concern about their team culture [69], many also
reported gratitude for the support provided by their team to them. One respondent noted, “My coworkers are great
people to work with and very patient too” [26]. Empathy for remote workers also grew, as one participant noted,
“Now that everyone’s on Teams, we’re all on equal footing” [69].
3.3.3 Two sides to the same coin: some factors that some engineers saw as a benefit, others saw as a challenge.
There were many challenges with working remotely during COVID-19, but also many benefits that Microsoft
engineers were grateful for [26,46,69]. Many changes to working patterns can be viewed positively or negatively
based on other variables that affect the overall experiences. The previous chapter on Personal Productivity and Wellbeing discussed many of the individual benefits and challenges of remote work. In a study of developers working
from home during the pandemic that was conducted at Baidu (the largest IT company in China), they found similar
benefits and challenges that helped explain increased and decreased productivity [12].
3.4 Looking Forward
Many of the challenges and opportunities what we observe in the software engineers experience echo those from the
chapter on Personal Productivity and Well-being, with software engineers appearing particularly likely to benefit
from the increased focus remote work can provide, while still facing many similar challenges to other information
workers. As we look to the future where workplaces begin to open up again, there is an opportunity to think about
how to design hybrid workplaces that help mitigate the challenges engineers are experiences while still capturing the
benefits.
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4 IT AND SECURITY
By Matt Brodsky and Adam Coleman
4.1 Introduction
Another specific population that Microsoft cares deeply about includes IT and security professionals. This chapter
looks at how the IT and security professions experienced the pandemic, and shows that these roles significantly
changed as a result of the new security and compliance risks that emerged and the evolving IT needs remote work
created for information workers around the globe.
4.2 IT & Security Organizations Experienced a Major Shift to Remote Work
4.2.1 The vast majority of Microsoft’s commercial customers encouraged their IT and security organizations to
work from home.
In a recent survey [22] of IT admins of commercial (mostly enterprise) Microsoft customers, an overwhelming
majority (104/105 responses or 99%) indicated that their organizations have encouraged their workforce to work
remotely as a result of the COVID-19 crisis. Similarly an additional survey with enterprise customers in IT
organizations, found that almost everyone (98%, n=43) said they were working from home, while most of those
(86%, n=43) used to work on company premises [101]. These findings were reinforced by a separate survey of
enterprise security professionals, including SOC analysts, security admins and CISOs [167]; 95% (n=85) of
respondents reported that their entire information security teams had moved to work remotely as a result of the
COVID-19 crisis. Similar findings were further reported in an analysis of compliance IT professionals who ensure
that their organizations are compliant with internal and external policies and regulations. This study found that most
compliance teams (87%, n=47) had also transitioned to work remotely [106]. Moreover, for the roughly 13% of
compliance IT professionals who indicated that some of their Compliance team remains onsite, the reasons were
related to maintenance of classified systems that are only accessed onsite [106].
4.2.2 A large portion of Microsoft’s enterprise customers were able to adopt remote work environments during the
COVID-19 crisis.
When IT administrators from commercial Microsoft customers were polled in a recent survey [22] with regards to
what percentage of the people in their organization who were able to work remotely, a strong majority of the polled
customers (89.5%) indicated that more than 50% of their organization are able to work remotely. A lesser majority
of these same respondents indicated that more than 75% of commercial end users would be able to work remotely
(64%, 67/105 responses). This observation was quite similar to one found in a poll of security professionals [167]
where a majority of the respondents (77%, n=85) reported that more than 75% of their organizations are able to
work remotely, and further supported by a finding that 83% (n=47) of Compliance IT professionals report that at
least 50% of their employees are able to work from home [106].
4.3 New Security and Compliance Risks
4.3.1 Security threats increased, with phishing attacks experiencing the largest increase.
Security threats increased during the COVID-19 crisis at Microsoft’s commercial customer organizations. In a
recent survey [167], security professionals including SOC Analysts, security admins and CISOs, were polled with
regards to the rates of increase of security threats since the beginning of the switch to remote work. Only 20% of the
respondents said they did not encounter any increased security threats. A majority (62%) of the respondents (n=85)
reported phishing campaigns were the most increased security threats during the COVID-19 crisis. This aligns with
the findings in another recent study by Google [55].
Information workers also reported being worried about increased security threats in a work-from-home environment
[160]. Specifically, information worker concerns appeared to be related to downloading content, accessing work
information on a private WiFi networks that may not be as secure as work connections, and – in line with security
professionals’ concerns – falling victim to phishing scams:
"I only use my work laptop for work related things. But phishing emails are becoming more common during
this pandemic, so sometimes it can be hard to stay alert when an email looks very realistic." – Information
Worker

Information workers said they believed these new concerns would be mitigated by IT if they were still able to work
from the office.
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4.3.2 Increased remote work surfaced several security-related gaps that increased organizational compliance risks.
In a recent survey on the effects of the COVID-19 crisis on compliance IT professionals, the respondents expressed
that as their organization’s employees moved to remote work compliance risks and threats increased. Specifically,
the use and need for new collaboration tools were reported as the biggest threat to a company's compliance posture
by 45% of respondents (n =47). Additionally, 28% of the polled compliance IT professionals reported that an
increase in the number of devices employees were using to access company data was the biggest threat [106]. Many
of these risks may have existed before COVID-19, but the speed with which companies had to pivot to remote work
shed new light on the potential risks.
For example, here are a few quotations from compliance IT professionals on the compliance issues they began to
encounter due to the increase in remote work:
“Working from home hinders the ability for real time status updates between compliance and all other
departments. Enforcing compliance is also hindered, as many employees remote connect from their own
devices.“ - Compliance survey respondent
“The main issue is forcing compliance on individuals who previously did not work remotely. Cloud storage of
classified information is not allowed. All data must be stored on premises. Individuals try to use commercial
options, like OneDrive, which is a security risk.” - Compliance survey respondent

4.4 Specific IT challenges
4.4.1 Poor internet performance and not having the appropriate equipment were major problems for the
commercial workforces while working remotely.
An online survey was conducted to learn more about the changes IT organizations made over the first few weeks of
the COVID-19 crisis and how their IT admins coped [22]. The IT admin participants ranked the most common
issues encountered by their end users. The polled customers indicated that poor internet performance and not having
the appropriate technology or equipment were the most common problems for the workforce while working
remotely. Similar results were seen when enterprise customers involved in IT decision making were polled as part of
the Microsoft Compass program; these participants included “Network and connectivity” and “Enabling devices for
remote use” as major tech issues as a results of the COVID-19 crisis [101].
On their most common issues encountered by their end users, IT admins report:
"Ensuring they have all the available tools necessary to work effectively while remote. As remote work was
actively discouraged at our company prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, most users did not have things like
headsets (For Teams)." – IT admin respondent
"Adoption of tools in remote worker settings and adjusting to different type of work environment with child
care in some cases." – IT admin respondent
"Remote connectivity/home network provider bandwidth. Most individuals are used to dual monitors in the
office and at home are working from a single laptop which may not have an external monitor connected." – IT
admin respondent

More information about many of these concerns can be found in the chapters on Collaboration and Meetings,
Personal Productivity and Well-being, and Devices and Physical Ecosystems.
4.4.2 Adequately educating end users about best practices for working remotely and training them to effectively use
remote tools emerged as some of the most prevalent problems for IT admins, security professionals, and compliance
IT specialists.
One of the biggest issues IT administrators faced as people moved quickly to remote work involved educating
customers on how to use remote software and best practices around working remotely [22,101,167]. Large portions
of the workforce had never been expected to work remotely, at least to the extent that was required post-COVID,
and thus were not properly trained, shown how to access appropriate tools, or given specific guidance for working
from home [62]. With no physical offices, classrooms, or in-person interactions, many end users experienced a steep
learning curve. For IT staff extra priorities they have assumed include training end users on productivity apps or
enabling devices for remote use [101]. In one survey IT admins reported that “Training for Remote Best Practices”
was the most prevalent problem for admins when it comes to end user education [22].
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Similarly, end-user security education with secure remote access was perceived as the most long term impacts of
COVID-19 crisis by the security professionals (37%) and many security professionals had an increased workload
specifically educating end users [167], as seen in this quotation:
"I spend a lot more time helping people connect remotely which gives me less time to do my daily work."Security Professional

This finding was further echoed in a series of customer interviews, where representative IT admins employed in
enterprise, small and medium businesses, and educational organizations all expressed the need for educators to have
access to tutorial videos on using Microsoft Teams in order to properly have a remote workforce [23].
“…teachers do not know how to fix Teams issues. What has been helpful is that our IT team sends tutorial
videos.” - Edu IT Admin

4.4.3 IT admins struggled to provide adequate support to their end users.
IT admins have reported difficulty providing remote support to their end users and that some IT issues need to be
resolved in person. In a series of IT admin interviews regarding struggles encountered since the COVID-19 crisis
began, multiple IT admins expressed difficulty providing remote support to their organization’s end users [23]. This
echoes findings described in another survey where 46% of IT admins reported that they have had issues providing
their people with support as a result of the COVID-19 crisis [22]. Additionally, a few admins referenced that some
IT issues needed to be resolved in person and the lack of access to hardware prevented them from being able to
provide IT support.
“We do remote debugging by getting on calls for software issues. For hardware issues we can’t do that. The
biggest pain points are people using a variety of devices, i.e. phones…In office this is easy because it is
same/similar hardware” - Ent IT Admin

One university IT admin specifically voiced the difficulty of providing any form of IT support without the help of
their regular on-premises student workforce.
"Working remotely has affected how I assist the end users. Such as, help desk phone calls get forwarded to
help desk manager now. Normally, we have student workers on the phone as our trained first-line technicians.
But now, they are off campus and not getting paid to do it anymore." - Edu IT Admin

4.5 Looking Forward
At the onset of COVID-19 we saw a broader role for IT in business, and looking forward we expect to see this trend
continue as organizations continue to need to rely on the appropriate technological infrastructure to enable their
workforce.
4.5.1 IT and the tools they provide have increased in importance for decision makers.
Given the expectation that employees working from home, potentially in a hybrid environment, will continue postCOVID (see Chapter 6 on Societal Implications for a discussion of this), many companies report they are
accelerating moves to the cloud and increasing their overall IT spending. This is despite a broader focus on reducing
overhead expenses and driving operational efficiency. IT spending to cope with COVID-19 was often well outside
planned budgets due to the speed of COVID-19 spread and the rapid move to remote work. Importantly for
Microsoft, the emergency situation showed companies they could make tech deployment decisions far more rapidly
than anyone expected, with successful organization-wide deployments measured in mere days from decision to full
availability to employees. For many, this experience has led to IT being regarded as more strategically important
within companies than they were prior to COVID-19, and crucial to maintaining the ability for the company to
operate moving forward. It has also made decision makers want to have plans in place to avoid similar global
challenges in the future. [55,62].
This increased focus on IT as a more strategic part of the business is helping drive demand for certain technology
needs (e.g., data visualization, CRM platforms, virtualization) and a review of other technology choices made
quickly during the early stages of the pandemic (e.g., video conferencing). Some decision makers are also beginning
to reimagine their approaches to how technology can both help the employee with their productivity when working
from home, and help the company as well to assess the employee's performance when this is no longer a largely inperson relationship [55,167].
"There needs to be a better way to measure productivity without everyone being at their desk" – Business
decision maker, Telecom, Australia
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“There is more pressure to justify positions working remotely…we need a system that can also quantify the
abstract for performance management.” – Business decision maker,, Insurance, Australia

4.5.2 Some organizations may be able to avoid layoffs by modernizing their IT infrastructure to facilitate remote
work.
The pressures of the COVID-19 crisis have forced organizations to make consequential decisions regarding their
workforce due to the state of their IT infrastructure. Certain commercial organizations have chosen to layoff workers
rather than modernize their IT infrastructure to facilitate remote work. When describing the difficulties they had
encountered since the COVID-19 crisis began, an IT director of an east coast call center described their organization
choosing to lay off over half of their employees (150 people), rather than purchase laptops, VOIP software, and
appropriate internet connectivity for their employees homes [23]. This additional technology would have enabled
members of the organization to easily work from home and keep their jobs.
This example shows that there is an opportunity to save businesses on the brink of massive layoffs by providing or
enabling them with the appropriate technological infrastructure needed to work remotely.
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5 DEVICES AND PHYSICAL ECOSYSTEMS
By Ginger Hudson, Bill Buxton, and Tiffany Smith
5.1 Introduction
Though most information workers interactions became virtual during the pandemic, the physical spaces people
worked from and the devices they used to connect virtually remained integral to their experiences. This chapter
looks at the devices and physical ecosystems people used for remote work. It starts with an overview of the
challenges people had with their home workspaces – particularly the lack of private, distraction-free space, the
ergonomics of their physical setups, and remote connectivity issues. It highlights how remote work and virtual
meetings changed how people used devices, with a focus on their use of phones and video cameras, and discusses
how companies are thinking about devices and workspaces going forward.
5.2 Challenges for Home Offices
5.2.1 The rapid shift to remote work left little to no time to consider the implications of workers’ physical
environments.
When companies began transitioning employees to work from home in the winter and spring of 2020, technical and
business decision makers experienced significant disruption. Many were required to move entire workforces to
distributed, remote locations in a matter of days while maintaining business continuity [20,21,62]. The most
common approaches taken by leaders in order to enable the rapid transition to remote work included: scaling
existing technology, accelerating deployment of new technology, purchasing and/or distributing new
devices/hardware based on need and availability (e.g., laptops, keyboards/mice, phones, monitors, and tablets [21]
and allowing employees to take home equipment and devices from their offices when possible [62].
Successfully navigating the rapid and widespread transition to remote work frequently involved bypassing finance
departments, administrative processes, and other “red tape” processes that tend to characterize decision-making at
scale [62]. In fact, many IT admins had been advocating for some of these changes for years prior to the pandemic,
such as establishing VDIs and VPNs, migrating employees from legacy communications tools (e.g., landline
phones) to modern solutions like Teams, exchanging desktops for laptops, etc., only to finally get approval to move
forward when the work from home mandates began, leaving IT teams with little to no time to prepare [20,62]. The
previous chapter on IT and Security provided additional detail about the challenges IT admins experienced as they
responded and adapted to the move to remote work.
“All of this is forcing us to digitize. Now that it’s a priority, it’s unfortunately a big ‘I told you so.’”
– Global IT Manager, ITDM, US

5.2.2 Many information workers struggled to find a workspace that was comfortable and distraction free.
A longitudinal study based upon the impact of COVID-19 on information workers found that two key factors deeply
impacted a person’s ability to be productive when working from home: the physical size and layout of their living
space (e.g., do they live in a house or apartment, 2000 square feet or 500 square feet) and the social make-up of their
living situation (e.g., do they live alone, with kids, with other adult family members, with roommates, etc.) [156].
Researchers found that in general, the smaller a person’s space and the more people they live with, the more
challenging it can be to carve out an office of one’s own [156].
An internal Microsoft survey found that 64% of employees reported having a private room dedicated for work,
while 22% said they had no dedicated workspace [46]. Evidence from external research suggests that a lack of
dedicated space is much more prevalent among the broader information worker population, especially those living in
more urban areas where living spaces are smaller and people tend to split rent with housemates, as well as other
countries where homes tend to be smaller (e.g., Netherlands, Japan) [75,156].
The images in Figure 6 show examples of home offices that were submitted by external information workers in an
interview study about their work-from-home experiences [75,156].
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Figure 6: Spaces people re-purposed for work-from-home [156].

Alongside the physical space constraints often came a range of distractions that interfered with productivity,
including children participating in distance learning, pets, and noise from others working remotely nearby
[46,156]. The earlier on Personal Productivity and Well-being provided additional detail about what we have learned
about these distractions.
“My bed doesn’t allow me to keep correct posture as it should be while working for long hours. I don’t have a
comfortable chair to sit for long hours and work.” [156]
“My makeshift office gets deconstructed every day for breakfast, lunch and dinner.” [156]
“…with four people in the house right now it makes finding your own space a bit difficult. If I could change it,
I would have the main office as my workspace” [156]
“The space is not ideal. Ideally I would have a separate room for an official office” [156]

Despite struggling with non-optimal spaces, most information workers attempted to set up workstations that would
allow them to be comfortable and productive, often re-purposing other rooms to use as an office (e.g., kitchen,
bedroom, garage) or sharing spaces with family or housemates [30,156]. External longitudinal research finds that
workstations evolved some over the many months during the pandemic, but only modestly [74,75,156]. Most
commonly, people added items such as earbuds or headphones to help with focus, a single external monitor to
expand screen real estate, keyboards and mice, and low-cost, non-tech objects (e.g., plants, a new coffee mug) to
make their workstations more cheerful [74,75,156]. Information workers report that employers, for the most part,
allowed them to bring home certain items from the office, but the majority did not provide a stipend for buying
additional items that would make working from home more comfortable [74]. As far as why information workers
have not continued to make more dramatic improvements to their workstations, some expressed that despite
anticipating a future with more hybrid work, they were hesitant to invest more of their own money into their home
offices, especially with there still being so much uncertainty ahead [74].
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Figure 7: A workspace at the beginning of work-from-home and 1 month later [156].
“I really don't want to spend money on making it more comfortable and I knew it wasn't going to be forever...
I really have no idea if they will let me continue [to work from home] when things open up.” [74]

One of the most significant challenges that employers will have to address as they plan for and adapt to more
flexible, hybrid work arrangements in the future is that of space: how can employers aspire to a fair and equitable
workplace across wildly difference workspaces? See the following chapter on Societal Implications to learn more
about inequalities in home workspaces.
5.2.3 Working from home in make-shift offices highlighted the importance of ergonomics.
Prior to the transition to remote work following COVID-19, many information workers worked from home on an
occasional basis to accomplish focused work or for personal reasons, which did not necessitate investing in a full
ergonomic set-up like what they were using in their office settings [156]. Without the convenience and comfort of
office chairs, desks/standing desks, large/multiple monitors, and docking stations, some information workers found
it challenging to maintain their typical level of productivity [156,161]. Along with digital tools, some reported
missing more analog items like whiteboards and pinboards that they had access to in their offices [69] that provided
more physical space to sketch ideas and collaborate with others. Space issues, as mentioned in the previous section,
often influence the extent to which information workers can integrate equipment into their environments, even if
companies offer to provide it for them.
Not surprisingly, many of those making do with spaces and furniture already in the home experienced physical pain
and fatigue, including eye strain, neck and back pain, and carpal tunnel symptoms [26,36]. Contributing to this
physical stress were extended hours of online meetings, often on video requiring users to stay visible in a narrow
field of view, longer workdays, and fewer breaks taken to walk and stretch [26,46,128]. Chapter 2, which discussed
Personal Productivity and Well-being, provided additional detail on health issues related to remote work.
Companies’ investment in ensuring employees have ergonomic furniture (e.g., ergo chair, footrest) and equipment
(e.g., keyboards, ergo mice, monitor arms) in their homes could avoid costly longer-term health issues for their
workforce.
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Figure 8: The at-home workstations for several different information workers [156].
“In my office, I have a dual monitor set up and a dedicated workspace. At home, I do not have that set up and
am working from my laptop typically at the kitchen counter or dining room table. I had a small desk in our
guest bedroom that I was using but we moved that to make room for workout equipment.” [160]
"Making my work station comfortable has been a struggle. I have a standing desk I usually use but I'm not able
to use it at home. My arm hurts from the position I end up in." [161]
"My bed doesn’t allow me to keep correct posture as it should be while working for long hours. I don’t have a
comfortable chair to sit for long hours and work.” [156]

5.2.4 Many people dealt with connectivity challenges when working from home (e.g., Wifi, VPN).
Poor internet performance ranked as the top issue identified by IT professionals when asked about the biggest
challenges for employees working from home [22]. Many households had multiple people simultaneously working
remotely, participating in online learning, and consuming entertainment, putting a strain on available bandwidth.
Other issues involve infrastructural challenges in certain regions that cause unreliable internet and cell service,
creating huge barriers to information worker productivity at home [24].
An internal study noted that the situation improved for Microsoft employees over time, with fewer employees
reporting internet problems over the course of working from home [98], but the broader community of information
workers in the US continued to struggle with network bandwidth and VPN/RDP consistency [128]. Over half (59%)
of those in an external study reported using their mobile phone for online meetings, either as the sole device or as
secondary device to the PC, to avoid potential disruption caused by unreliable internet performance [75]. Twentythree percent of information workers said they used their mobile device as a hotspot when their home internet
became weak, laggy, or stopped working altogether [75]. According to NPD, this hotspot usage trend is expected to
continue for the population at large as networks continue to be stretched [123].
"There is an overload of our systems because we were not prepared for this many people working remotely. . .
this is causing some of our software that we use to get locked up at times.” [162]
“There's definitely been some issues because there's multiple people remotely working here, and we've had
some Wi-Fi issues.” [156]
“Although using the phone can make meetings a bit easier, I do wish that there was a more convenient way to
connect to the internet. During meetings, if there is a video I need to show, streaming over Wi-Fi is difficult in
that it is slow and the video will be choppy.” [75]
“What’s working well is that I don’t have too many wifi problems during the calls because I can use cellular
data [on my mobile] when the WiFi isn’t working.” [75]

5.3 Evolving Use of Devices
5.3.1 More online meetings while working from home led to new behaviors related to device use.
Online meeting app usage saw unprecedented highs post-COVID [8,40,89], and this led to new behaviors related to
device usage. For example, the use of a secondary device, most commonly a mobile phone, to support online
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meetings became more prevalent [75]. This behavior reportedly was adopted for a few keys reasons: 1) unreliable
Wifi or poor performance while using PC, especially when video is involved (e.g., video gets choppy on PC, but the
audio on the phone is stable so that participation in the meeting can continue without interruption), 2) the desire to
engage in different meeting activities on separate screens while in a meeting (e.g., use the phone for audio and
video, and the PC for chat or viewing shared documents), 3) the ability to manipulate the camera in the mobile
device to show things in physical environment such as sketches on a notepad, concept on a whiteboard, models, and
prototypes, and 4) the flexibility to multi-task while joined to online meetings (e.g., ability to move around the room
and accomplish other tasks, type emails on PC) [75].
“There have been other meetings where I use my phone app when I need to show illustrations or things on my
whiteboard. The phone makes it easier to show my work and explain concepts. The camera on the phone is
easier to navigate.” [75]
"In order to connect visually as well as audibly a mobile device or pc is required. I use both.” [75]
"I use my mobile device for zoom meetings because it allows me to join the zoom meeting while still leaving
my laptop free to use for other work while the meeting is ongoing. It's nice to have a secondary device that can
join the meetings.” [75]

In addition to online meetings, other factors while working from home such as different workspaces, new mobility
patterns, and reduced access to office equipment, appeared to prompt information workers to use multiple devices at
the same time to multi-task and provide access to more screens for accomplishing their work [75,147,156]. As
discussed earlier, many people do not have space or budget for big screens or multiple monitor set-ups in their
homes, so they used additional devices, often personal ones, like laptops, tablets, and phones to optimize their
workflows [75,147].
Multi-device usage is not without seams and tension today; information workers encounter inconsistent user
experience across devices, broken flows when trying to accomplish tasks, and lack of synchronization, just to name
a few [147]. These user frustrations present opportunities for companies to design experiences that work across all
devices and different screen sizes.
5.3.2 The increased frequency of remote meetings with video placed greater importance on cameras.
A study by the devices team that looked at Microsoft employees and external information workers found that the
majority (64%) reported using the integrated camera in their primary devices (laptop, 2-in-1) for online meetings
using video [30]. There are associated challenges for information workers using the integrated camera instead of, or
in additional to, a standalone webcam including performance and integration with other equipment (multiple
displays) and the ability to capture the individual’s desired angle on camera [138]:
“Camera angle of the Surface Pro is not ideal” [30]
“Camera is not centered on my gaze due to using multiple monitors. I am using the camera in my laptop but
running Teams on a wall mounted monitor.” [30]
“It would be easier to leave my laptop shut and use an external camera. This laptop is also off to the side so it
often looks like I am not looking at the camera.” [30]

An internal study using EEG found that online meetings with video require a high degree of visual concentration
which can lead to fatigue after 30-40 minutes into a meeting and increased stress after approximately two hours
[19]. The brain struggles to keep track of things like misaligned eye gaze and only partial or no view of others’ hand
gestures, body language, and interaction with materials in their environments, which can lead to increased fatigue
and a subpar meeting experience [19,65].
We also learned from enterprise customer feedback that video meetings may be a particularly strong driver of
physical workspace needs [29]. Several participants in a diary study of Microsoft employees reported having to
modify their workspaces over time specifically to better support meetings, including adding monitor arms, external
webcams, and lighting [138].
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Figure 9: At-home workstations set up so as to support remote meetings [75].

5.3.3 People spent more time on screens while stuck at home, most notably on their mobile phones.
As people strived post-COVID to maintain connection with others, work remotely, stay informed and be entertained
without leaving the house, screen time across devices, including laptops, tablets, smart TVs, and mobile phones rose
markedly [7,8,50,75,123]. People reported doing a lot more of the same activities (e.g., social media, games, video
calls, conference calls for work) as well as some new things (e.g., restaurant/food delivery apps, shopping for deals,
checking for supplies in stock, Teams calls) on their mobile phones [7,50,123]. Cellular data consumption on
smartphones was up by 75% [123] and weekly time spent in apps is up 20% from the previous year worldwide [8].
This translated into more downloads, with apps such as Disney+, Zoom, TikTok, and Houseparty leading the way,
and consumer spending at a level never before seen at over $23 billion in Q1 2020 alone [8]. Although mobile phone
usage and app downloads increased post-COVID, people also reported that they expect to wait longer to upgrade
their phones (from 2.5 years to 2.7 years) in 2020 due to reduced disposable income and economic uncertainty
[52,61].
“Entertainment work, emails, everything I’m working from home... I have to use my phone for meetings, Zoom
meetings. Phone use has increased dramatically.” [50]
“It’s definitely increased my screen time by like 100%.” [50]
“I’d say from a work standpoint I’m definitely doing a lot more walking meetings where I can, like if I’m doing
a 1:1 with somebody and I don’t need to be taking down notes, or sharing my screen, or facilitating a call, I’ll
be a little bit more mobile that way.” [50]
“I think about had this happened 20 years ago, we would have lost our minds without the phones, without
Facebook, without being able to feel connected through technology.” [50]

5.4 Looking Forward
5.4.1 Company leaders are seeking tools that enable flexibility and productivity in a world where remote work is the
norm.
Decision-makers are considering the evolving device and equipment needs of employees who are likely to work
with much greater flexibility between home and the office in the future. In a study conducted in June 2020 with
ITDMs, the following were identified as areas of improvement for future devices and workstation set-ups [72]:
•
•
•
•

Higher capacity cameras for video conferencing,
Noise cancelling microphones and headphones as an accessory,
More on-line tutorials for self-learning of device capabilities, and
Ergonomic design for employees with standing desk.
“We are still in the very early stages of figuring out what the long term impact is going to be to how we work,
how we communicate, and how we commune culturally. And so, within that, the next device refresh, we are
really going to have to explore.” – Head of Global Operations & Strategy, Media and Entertainment [62]
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According to Gartner, the massive shift resulted in an uptick in IT spending including devices and peripherals as
people moved to remote work post-COVID to accommodate massive transitions to remote work, however it’s
anticipated that companies will pull back spending given growing concerns around an economic downturn [52,97].
As companies acknowledge that remote work will be the norm moving forward, many are shifting more to the cloud
and exploring new and emerging technologies to better enable flexible work [62]. This will impact device choices
for employees that could mean more versatile form factors like tablets/2-in-1s, ultra-portable laptops, and Chrome
devices, or cloud-provisioned devices that can connect to virtually any peripherals for easy deployment [52].
5.4.2 Decision-makers are navigating a complex set of challenges related to planning the return to work.
Many decision-makers from enterprises across the US, UK, and AU are planning for a hybrid environment with
some employees being in the office, some working remotely, and the majority rotating between the two. Many also
indicated that they will be prioritizing both the improvement of home office set-ups for employees and the redesign
of office spaces for safety and social distancing in 2021 [62].
“In a nutshell approximately 33% of the workforce will be from home, it’s become a lot
more acceptable...would be good to have an ability to interact with each other in a real manner (e.g.,
a Common Room people can drop in and out of). Experience each other the same way as in the workspace.” –
Customer Delivery Director, Telecom [62]
“We are now learning the difference between a butt in the seat and a productive employee.”
Company [62]

– Global Retail

“Lots of doors have been opened that cannot now be shut – no way we'll go back to exactly how it was from a
work perspective.” – Global Bank [62]

This seems to reflect the desires of employees, the majority of whom say that they prefer the flexibility of a hybrid
workstyle post-pandemic, working some weekdays in the office and some from home [75]. In another survey
conducted with Microsoft employees that have already begun phasing back into the office in Asia, 80% of
employees indicated that providing compensation to improve home office setups was one of the most important
things to change about working from home [176]. This was further reinforced by the selection of “better workplace
facility” as the top motivator for employees choosing to work from the office. Respondents of this survey
overwhelmingly stated a preference for a mix of working from and in-office as opposed to be completely remote.
5.4.3 Companies are faced with making new hybrid work policies and workplace modifications to ensure a safe
environment and instill confidence with employees.
Specific workplace modifications and policies that have been suggested by the CDC include: improved ventilation
and HVAC systems, modify workstations and common areas to maintain social distancing, install transparent
barriers between workstations, stagger employees’ schedules to limit people in office, reminders of proper handwashing techniques, face coverings at all times, and enhanced office cleaning and disinfecting. Design and
commercial real estate firms (e.g., Vicus Partners, Cushman & Wakefield) have proposed additional measures to
nudge people towards behaviors that prevent the spread of infection including: visual markers (stickers, signs,
colored floor designs) to signal proper distancing and foot traffic flow, more sensor technology to reduce touching
of surfaces (lights, sinks, doors), app that will chime when people are too close to one another, and disposable paper
“placemats” that go on desks to minimize contact on surfaces [174,177]. For devices, ease of cleaning and hygiene
are top concerns for IT decision-makers, especially those in industries where employees share devices and
contamination is a concern (e.g., healthcare, retail, food processing) [73].
While contemplating the protocol and timing of the return, many decision-makers are continuing to speculate
commercial real estate reductions in order to reduce operating costs in 2021 [62] among other key purchasing
decisions.
"We can save money by better leveraging our space. The dinosaurs of business are having to change their ways
and accept it's possible; where in the past they've been reticent.” – Strategy Director, Sports &
Entertainment [62]
“What we’re really up against in term of the timeline is whether this will happen again… I think it’s the end of
7 thousand people in a building. Those are days are over. I think we could get really carried away by
reinventing the workspace, and then if it happens again.. I think there will be a lot of people holding off on
making changes. WFH is here to stay. We’ve adapted. It was unthinkable before that you could put a call center
into peoples homes as long as you have the right encryptions and confidentially in place.” – Regional
Development Manager, Banking [62]
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“We built an app that will beep if you are too close – the data stays on the device itself, and it’s geo-locked to
our offices only. You may also receive a message if someone has COVID and you need to self-isolate.” –
Business Analyst, Management Consulting [62]

Such decisions will amplify the importance of providing compensation for employees to improve work set-ups at
home.
5.4.4 Many companies and schools are experimenting with and planning for more outdoor spaces and other
reimagined gathering spaces.
We can expect that spaces where people are co-located to work or learn will look different in the future. Many
companies are planning for more outdoor meeting spaces by reimagining balconies, rooftops, and company
greenspaces [93]. Higher education, such as Rice University, have begun holding classes outdoors in semipermanent tents or open green spaces [105]. Seattle public schools have announced they are working on plans for
what outdoor classrooms might look like in the upcoming months [187]. In a recent study of external information
workers and students [75], many had attempted to work outdoors but experienced challenges while attempting to be
productive on their PCs outdoors including: PC battery did not last long enough, poor wireless internet connection,
PC screen suffered from glare (could not see content due to sun), mic picked up too much background noise. These
barriers experienced by individuals can serve as a proxy for companies to learn from and inspire solutions for when
office re-opening occurs.

Figure 10: Outdoor learning and working spaces.
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6 SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS
By Siddharth Suri and Hana Wolf
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have all focused on the experience of information workers during and after the sudden shift to
remote work that occurred in early 2020. In this chapter, we widen our lens to examine the many broader societal
implications of this sudden shift. We discuss how involuntary job losses in the United States since the beginning of
the pandemic disproportionately impacted women, members of Spanish-speaking and Black communities, and
individuals with disabilities. We provide evidence that women with caregiving obligations experienced pronounced
disparities in well-being that could increase income inequality, decrease women’s representation in decision-making
and leadership roles, and damage the size and quality of the labor market moving forward. This chapter additionally
highlights the experiences of people who cannot do their work remotely; these jobs are disproportionately held by
poorer people of color.
This chapter also discusses the decoupling of private and professional geographies that is occurring for those who
can work remotely, as well as the implications for labor markets, housing markets, and civic infrastructure. Fluidity
across multiple dimensions may be the single most significant societal implication for those who can shift to remote
work. Location, duration of workday, proportion of professional vs. familial labor, and employed vs. freelance status
all became more dynamic for individuals and communities in response to physical distancing requirements, the
related economic changes, and emerging technological and behavioral adaptations.
Many companies responded to the pressures of COVID-19 by accelerating the pace of decision-making – in some
cases choosing long-term strategies based on short-term data – with unknown implications for revenue, security,
productivity, well-being, and other business-critical factors over time. This chapter explores how future
macroeconomic growth and technological progress are at risk due to a potential drop in innovation, related to the
challenges of collaborating, focusing, and thinking creatively while working remotely (as discussed in other
chapters). It highlights how small and medium businesses – often considered leading indicators of business trends –
have begun displaying an increased openness to hiring freelancers as a source of agile and affordable talent. While
companies’ values and workers’ needs influence all of these dimensions, the data on inequalities in education,
hiring, job loss, wealth, and well-being strongly suggest that the nature of work for individuals, companies, and
societies is also driven by complex external pressures, with work model preference being a privilege that is certainly
not afforded to all.
6.2 Widespread Trends
6.2.1 The shift toward remote work has accelerated.
Remote work is not new; some professions have been trending toward it since the Oil Crisis of the 1970s caused
commuting costs to skyrocket [1]. But in 2020, the global spread of COVID-19 drove a profound increase in the
magnitude and speed of the shift toward remote work, with 88% of organizations from around the world surveyed in
March reporting that they were encouraging employees to work from home [2] and over a third of US workers
transitioning to remote work between March and April [18]. Figure 11 provides some additional numbers on the
share of workers who can and were working from home. This massive acceleration, as well as its complex
relationship with the global health crisis that drove it, is already influencing economics, corporate norms, equality,
innovation, geography, and the environment.

Figure 11: Remote Work by the Numbers (sources: [2,18,184]).

Pre-COVID, Americans who worked from home 3+ days/week

< 5%

During COVID-19 (April 2020), Americans working from home full time

42%

Americans who reported they could do their jobs at home with 100% effectiveness

35%

Estimated share of US jobs that can be done remotely

37%

Percentage of US wages represented by those jobs

46%
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6.2.2 A more distributed workforce will impact the communities where workers live.
Prior to COVID-19, only 6% of working days in America were done from home [2]. Conversely, 94% of the
working days were done away from home, implying that people generally lived near enough to where they work to
make a regular commute feasible. Since cost of living expenses vary so much depending on where a worker lives, it
is understandable that 87% of companies reported using geographic data to inform compensation rates pre-COVID
[184]. The growing trend of permanent “fully remote” and “remote first” employment policies [76], especially (but
not only) in the technology industry, presents the potential for a decoupling of where professionals work and where
they live at an unprecedented scale. Some companies have embraced remote-only or remote-first policies in order to
reduce facilities costs or gain access to bigger pools of talent [85].
“I can have a local IC3 who’s ok for $165k, or an IC6 who’s a rock star, remotely, for $125K and I’m
overpaying them for their market to compensate for the time difference. What would you do?” - Silicon
Valley Product Exec. [104]

If companies divest physically and financially from communities that sprang up in large part to support them, or that
shifted substantially in response to their growth, this is likely to impact those places. There could be negative effects
on infrastructure and employment ratios, as well as positive effects on housing availability and affordability. The
implications are important to understand, but difficult to model due in part to workers’ and companies’
stated preferences for diverse hybrids of on-site and remote work (see the end of the chapter on Personal
Productivity and Well-being) as well as the complexities of the many societal factors involved.
6.2.3 There is a need to mitigate pervasive social deficits and societal burnout.
As discussed in Chapters 2 (Personal Productivity and Well-being) and 3 (Software Engineering Experiences),
professionals across roles and regions continue to work longer hours while reporting reduced social
connectedness [37,114] compared to pre-COVID levels, and rates of burnout are rising. In August, 58% of polled
US workers reported symptoms of burnout, up from 45% in April [39]. These issues are likely connected,
since social isolation [27] and overwork [45] are both associated with increases in stress.
Unfortunately, hybrid work does not necessarily mitigate the social deficits and increased work hours that contribute
to burnout, as we saw when Microsoft China re-opened [131]. To protect employees’ health and comply with related
regulations, many employers around the world are encouraging or requiring workers to reduce or alternate their time
in office. Some are implementing “podding,” in which individuals socialize exclusively within designated groups in
order to reduce the risk of exposure to COVID-19. These practices have at least partly prevented the return of the
social interactions – especially serendipitous encounters – that professionals have reported missing so profoundly.
They also increase the likelihood that only some collaborators on a given project will be physically present together,
compared to pre-COVID when it was much more likely that all or most project workers would be physically present.
6.2.4 Weak ties are growing scarcer.
The strength of a social relationship between two people, which is called a “tie” in the sociology literature, is a
combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy, and the reciprocal services which
characterize the relationship [57]. Intuitively, two people who spend a lot of time together or who have a very
intimate relationship have a “strong tie.” It turns out that if two people have a strong tie they are more likely to have
many friends in common (for example, colleagues who report to the same manager). This social group is more likely
to share lots of interests and information; they know many of the same things and the same people. As a result,
strong ties are often sources of redundant information.
On the other hand, two people who are on a first name basis but only communicate by saying, “Hi,” to each other
periodically have a “weak tie.” Two people who have a weak tie are more likely to be in different social circles
compared to two people with a strong tie. They may be experts in different fields, members of different
organizations, they may engage with different media, and they likely associate with different groups. They are also
more likely to belong to different social classes or reside in different locations. As a result, weak ties are sources of
novel information and perspectives.
If we take this perspective and look back over the findings on the effects of COVID-19 and remote work on
professionals’ networks reported in the Collaboration and Meetings chapter, we see that the stronger ties seemed to
endure and the weaker ties seemed to atrophy. The reduction in weak ties may have been caused by the following
documented effects of social distancing and the trend towards remote work:
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•

•

•

•

“Interpersonal synchrony,” which is a sense of social coordination that stems from subtle signals of
listening and being heard, is harder to achieve via video than it is in person [19], yet synchrony is important
to building rapport. One Microsoft study showed that relationships which began in person and then moved
online were easier on the brain than those which began online [19]. In the current climate of remote and
location-hybrid connection and collaboration, more relationships are beginning online.
Some familial caregivers, especially female caregivers [92], reported more stress and less free time due to
increases in their unpaid responsibilities toward children, elders and households caused by facility closures
and the desire to avoid the pandemic risks associated with in-home help [35,83]. Caregivers, who represent
most working-age women, may therefore be investing less time and attention in the development of weaktie relationships.
Professional events, such as industry conferences, moved online, and online events are less likely to
provide opportunities for networking (the formation of weak ties) compared to pre-COVID in-person
events. Event attendees’ mental models are also shifting; attendees are less likely to prioritize networking
as the top reason for attending an online event [179].
Social distancing and remote work have reduced serendipitous encounters such as coffee break chats and
shared commutes [114,131,138]; like external events, these provide low-stakes opportunities for weaklytied individuals to engage.

6.3 Impacts on Businesses
6.3.1 Long-term decisions are being made based on short-term data.
Many companies are experiencing significant losses due to COVID-19 and related social distancing policies; some
are embracing efficiencies associated with remote work to help them recoup those costs and maximize shareholder
value. Time-sensitive financial dependencies, like expiring leases and fiscal year reporting pressures, are pushing
business leaders to make hard calls about remote working policies and related workforce changes without sufficient
data on the longer-term business costs and societal implications.
“I don’t think we will ever go back to the way we were doing things, I honestly think that we’re not going to
renew the lease for the office space and (will) try to do more work remotely. We are actually becoming more
productive now that we aren’t in the office. Which is so surprising. All that stuff is a waste of time and money.
We will save $2 million on the facility and it’s going to be awesome.”
- A small business decision-maker whose firm has implemented a remote-working policy as well as layoffs and
outsourcing [104]

In interviews, 38% of Tech, Media, and Telecom business leaders (and 26% of leaders across all represented
industries) reported plans to reduce their real estate footprint by, for example, closing retail locations [107]. In the
same study, 74% of CFOs and finance leaders said they planned to move at least 5% of their previously on-site
workforce to permanently remote positions even after COVID-19 [90].
It may appear that more remote work enables companies to save on office space and physical equipment [104], but
looking beyond those apparent benefits the net longer-term outcomes are less clear. For instance, if companies must
spend more on bandwidth, software, and IT support to enable remote work, how much will they save overall?
Estimates are that companies currently spend 2% to 3% of revenues on office space [132].
The secondary effects of these decisions, on a societal scale, are already significant and complex. While fewer
people in the US appear to be moving out of state compared to pre-COVID averages and home sales were down in
the early months of the pandemic, these figures may reflect short-term uncertainty regarding the duration of the
pandemic and its economic pressures. In July, US home sales showed a record gain, and the National Association of
Realtors reported “a shift toward bigger homes and properties away from urban centers as companies allow
employees flexibility to work from home because of the coronavirus” [120].
In India, meanwhile, COVID-19 prompted a “reverse migration” of populations away from cities and back to more
rural regions, with serious implications for these groups’ access to care, employment and technology and with
related implications for the availability of labor in urban centers over time [126].
In addition, the urgent need to ensure business continuity in the short term has required many decision makers and
their teams to forgo normal checks and balances that have traditionally added rigor – and time – to planning and
execution. These provide further examples of pressures in the present forcing a shift from sustainably strategic
thinking toward reactive and potentially short-sighted tactics which could inhibit longer-term growth. One study
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found that “the crisis created a unique moment where policy, culture and normal ‘red tape’ of finance and regulation
were tossed aside in exchange for action to achieve some degree of business continuity and stability.” [62]
“The whole notion of DR (disaster recovery) is kind of blown up, in that you thought geographic redundancy
could save you, or you thought multiple countries could save you. We just didn’t think that everything all at
once at the same time wouldn’t be available. What would a complete loss of premise do?”
– Managing Director, Global Investment Banking Firm [62]

Leaders in this study worried about downstream impacts of cutting corners within the decision-making process; they
cited potential vulnerabilities including financial miscalculations, regulatory and legal missteps (or simply missed
steps, which can result in significant penalties and loss of customer trust) and security gaps resulting from
accelerated hardware, software and equipment implementations. [62] See the chapters on IT and Security and
Devices and Physical Ecosystems for more on this topic.
As companies consider eliminating or reducing of their physical footprints, the following questions warrant
additional investigation:
•
•
•
•
•

What will happen to the price of corporate real estate and to existing norms and policies related to lease
durations, property tax distribution, and funding for civic infrastructure?
How will representation of different socioeconomic classes and ethnic groups shift across urban and rural
environments? How will this influence access to technology and services?
What are the alternatives to long-term unemployment for firstline workers previously employed as support
staff for physical office ecosystems (e.g., cleaning crews, food service professionals, and security staff)?
Critically, what are the long-term implications of the many findings in this report and elsewhere related to
creativity, social capital, innovation, social isolation, and other factors?
More generally, what are the hidden costs of this complex migration for corporations, individuals, and
society?

6.3.2 There are innovation risks related to remote work.
“I fear this collapse in office face time will lead to a slump in innovation. The new ideas we are losing today
could show up as fewer new products in 2021 and beyond, lowering long-run growth.” – Nicholas Bloom [56]

A number of tech companies have announced that their employees can work remotely indefinitely. However, little
is known about the long-term effects of remote work on innovation, which is a powerful catalyst for long-term
macroeconomic growth [41]. In the short term, as discussed in the chapter on Personal Productivity and Well-being,
professionals report that they have less time for or find it harder to do brainstorming [15] and
collaboration [22,26,69,128,156], ideation [15,47], creative work [26], and big-picture thinking [26] – all known
drivers of innovation. One study also reported that working from home resulted in teams having a shorterterm outlook, which may also decrease long-term innovation [15].
Innovation can often arise from two people interacting. But, as discussed earlier, the strength of indirect
connections, which are a primary avenue for people to get new information from which innovations can stem [57], is
generally perceived to be getting weaker [138].
Recent results from an analysis of data on US employees of Microsoft [182] show that the shift to firm-wide remote
work led to communication patterns that may not be conducive to the collaborative production of high quality
knowledge work. More specifically, workers communicated more via less information rich media, like email and
IM, that are poorly suited to the transfer of complex ideas, and spent more time collaborating
in dyadic configurations that may reduce parallel learning and slow ideation.
Will collaboration and creativity return naturally as professionals get used to the new tools and rhythms of remote
work? For example, another way to create is for two people to think about a problem on their own and then combine
their answers. Will this style of collaboration be more fruitful [156]? Will new technologies emerge to fill the
gaps? Or will isolation, distraction and the pressure to perform lead to a less creative culture? [14] For more on these
topics, see the chapters on Collaboration and Meetings and Personal Productivity and Well-being.
6.3.3 Small and medium businesses are embracing freelance labor.
The shift toward widespread remote work has changed small and medium business leaders’ perceptions regarding
productivity and the use of freelance labor [104]; the following quote is representative of sentiments captured across
15 interviews with decision makers in small and medium businesses during the early months of the pandemic.
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“I used to think letting my W2 employees work from home…[was] an excuse to slack off… the team has stepped
up and found ways to really maximize productivity. So that gives me kind of a renewed faith in freelancers.”
-Small/medium business CEO

A second theme from this study is that once small and medium businesses started thinking about remote work, they
made an equivalence between remote work and hiring freelancers:
“…we might even work more with freelancers, because working with a freelancer is the same as working
remotely …we saw productivity go up when we started working from home… and basically working right now
with your own team is also hiring freelancers in a way…which made us realize that we can make this a more
nimble and dynamic operation by getting a higher percentage of freelance workers.”
-Freelance User (200-employee marketing company)

In this quotation, the freelance user is additionally pointing out some advantages that freelancers provide compared
with full-time employees. More broadly, the project found that roughly half of the small and medium businesses
studied expected to increase their freelance hiring after the pandemic and the other half either expected to keep their
level of freelance hiring the same or were not sure. Very few expected to decrease their freelance hiring after the
pandemic. If these expectations prove true, society overall might end up moving many full-time employees to
freelance roles. Because freelancers in the United States generally do not receive benefits like health insurance,
retirement, or unemployment insurance, this would result in a transition from a information workforce that has a
social safety net provided by their employers to one that does not.
6.3.4 Well-being is an emerging professional priority.
The Personal Productivity and Well-being chapter discussed the challenges that remote work and the pandemic
created for employees’ well-being. In a survey of external populations, about 86% of people think that a company’s
culture should support mental and emotional well-being [188]. The share is even higher for Millennials and
Gen Zers, who are the largest demographics in the workforce [85,188] Half of Millennials and 75% of
Gen Zers have left roles in the past for mental well-being reasons, compared to 34% of respondents overall.
The year 2020 saw a dramatic increase in the screening for and diagnosis of conditions that negatively impact
mental health. While improved awareness and social acceptance of these conditions is crucial, widespread access to
care is also necessary. LGBTQ+ people, Millennials, and Gen Zers are likely to experience mental health symptoms
for longer durations and were also more open to diagnosis, treatment, and talking about them at work. Almost half
of Black and Latino/Latina people have left a job at least partly for mental health reasons, compared to 32% of
Caucasian respondents [85,188].
6.3.5 Remote work highlights discussions around electronic performance monitoring.
Remote work leaves more digital traces than traditional office work, and this raises important questions about how
to maximize the beneficial uses of these traces (e.g., well-being support) while preventing potential harmful ones
(e.g., general surveillance). Research has shown that the use of digital signals to understand people’s work
performance, sometimes referred to as “electronic performance monitoring” [134], must be done with careful
attention to the privacy, autonomy and well-being of those being monitored. Failure to do so can result in a number
of negative outcomes, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased stress levels among workers [134],
Lower levels of well-being (measured via anxiety, depression, and both extrinsic and intrinsic job
satisfaction) [67,134],
Reduced creativity and motivation [11], as well as decreased work quality and productivity [102],
Reduced organizational commitment and reduced trust in management [31,68]
Exacerbation of systemic inequalities due to demographic differences in the populations that are monitoring
and those that are being monitored [10,34,127,175].

6.4 Growth of Systemic Inequalities
6.4.1 Remote work can be a source of structural inequality.
While remote work enabled many to continue working during the pandemic, it has also reflected, reinforced, and
created sources of structural inequality. In the US, those who work in jobs that must be done onsite rather than
remotely are more likely to be non-white and be in the bottom half of the income distribution [115,170]. The
overrepresentation of BIPOC workers in firstline and other onsite-only industries may be contributing to the
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observed higher rates of COVID-19 within these communities. For example, “the five business sectors most affected
by the pandemic represent almost 50% of revenues for Hispanic- and Latino-owned businesses,” according to a
McKinsey & Company report [113]. As of June 2020, Latinos/Latinas made up 34% of coronavirus cases in the US,
but only 18% of the population [71]. These structural factors likely also contribute to the increased death rates of
BIPOC workers due to COVID-19. A CDC study done in New York City “identified death rates among Black or
African American persons (92.3 deaths per 100,000 population) and Hispanic/Latino persons (74.3) that were
substantially higher than that of white (45.2) or Asian (34.5) persons” [169].
Remote work can also exacerbate existing urban-rural inequalities; the jobs that can most easily be done from home
are generally information work, which typically requires a broadband internet connection. In the US only about 1%
of urban households have no broadband internet connection; on the other hand, about one quarter of all rural
households have no broadband internet connection [84]. In Canada, while 85.7% of households have a broadband
internet connection, in rural communities that number drops to 40.8% [28].
Finally, even among those who can work from home, those who can afford a separate space to work and the
appropriate equipment, and who have fewer caregiving responsibilities at home report having had a more
productive and smoother transition to working from home [35].
6.4.2 There has been uneven impact of layoffs due to COVID-19.
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a number of layoffs, especially among those who were unable to work
remotely. Across the US, workforce the layoffs resulting from COVID-19 disproportionately affected women,
African Americans, and Hispanics. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, employment in the US fell by
1.4M in March 2020, an astounding 20.7M in April 2020, and rose by 2.5M in May 2020 [169]. Examining the
20.7M jobs lost in April 2020, one can see that 7.65M were lost in the leisure and hospitality industry and an
additional 2.54M were lost in the education and health services industries, jointly accounting for half of the shocking
number of losses in that month [48]. The move to remote work due to COVID-19 is the likely cause of a huge
reduction in business travel which, in turn, is likely a major cause of the layoffs in the leisure and hospitality
industry.
We do not know the exact gender and race breakdown of the jobs lost in these industries, but we do know the gender
and race breakdown of these industries as a whole [185]. If we assume the demographics of the jobs lost are
representative of their whole industries, the table in Figure 12 shows how these job losses disproportionately
affect Hispanics and Latinos/Latinas, African Americans, and women. Hispanics and Latinos/Latinas make up about
one quarter of the employees in the hospitality industry but only 17.6% of the working age population, a
36% overrepresentation. Similarly Blacks or African Americans make up 15.1% of the employees in the health
services industry but 12.3% of the working age population, an overrepresentation of 23%. Finally, women make up
almost 75% of the employees in the education and health services industry but make up 47% of the working age
population, an almost 60% overrepresentation.
6.4.3 There are structural inequalities in the risks of returning to the workplace.
As we look forward to a reduction in the number of COVID-19 cases, remote work may still be safer than returning
to the workplace for professionals at higher risk of severe COVID-19 symptoms or outcomes. Due to the unequal

Figure 12: Percent of workforce by gender, race, or ethnicity in selected industries.

Women

White

Black or
African Am.

Asian

Hispanic or
Latino/Latina

Age 16 or older

47.0

77.7

12.3

6.5

17.6

Employed in Leisure &
Hospitality

51.2

74.6

13.1

6.9

24.0

Employed in Education
& Health Services

74.8

75.3

15.1

6.4

13.5
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geographic distribution of co-occurring or pre-existing conditions, as well as unequal distribution of the population
by age, these risks are concentrated in some regions of the US.
A return to the workplace prior to widespread COVID-19 immunity could introduce additional health risks and
socioeconomic pressures for the tens of millions of workers for whom medical conditions including asthma, diabetes
and weakened immune systems increase the likelihood of extreme illness from COVID-19. These risks would
disproportionately impact aging professionals and would compound the pressure to conform and perform often felt
by workers as they approach retirement – especially in an unstable economy. Of note, however, vaccine deployment
strategies may mitigate most of these risks.
Regional concentrations of chronic health conditions may also lead to increased macroeconomic effects in heavily
affected areas, if an unusually vulnerable population returns to work en masse without widespread immunity [129].
These effects could include increased strain on public and private healthcare, decreased productivity at scale, and
increased caregiving obligations especially for women in the community.
6.4.4 Inequalities in at-home learning environments may impact the future makeup of the information workforce.
Simultaneous with the shift to remote work, many, if not most, schools in both the US and Canada shifted to
remote learning, which is not equally accessible to all, and this is likely to have an impact on the makeup of the
future information workforce. Without access to broadband it is difficult for students in a household to watch
educational videos, participate in online classes, or even access shared documents [117]. Given the geographic
disparities in broadband access discussed above, this could open up new educational gaps between urban and rural
schools as pandemic-induced remote learning has continued for two semesters in many school districts. Remote
learning also poses additional challenges for students with special needs whose in-classroom support and
accommodations may not translate well to online settings [82].
The move to online learning additionally exacerbated another structural inequality along the income dimension. The
Washington Post reports [96] that students from families with incomes under $75,000 are nearly twice as likely to
say they “canceled all plans” to take college classes this fall as compared with students from families with incomes
over $100,000, according to a US Census Bureau survey in late August [171]. This is a troubling statistic because,
historically, only 13% of those who stop going to college ever restart [96].
There are a number of reasons why lower income students may not attend college during the pandemic. First,
COVID-19 already disproportionately affected the jobs of lower-income people in the US, making it difficult to
afford to attend. Second, COVID-19 has disproportionately infected BIPOC families, resulting in those who would
have otherwise enrolled needing to earn money or caregive to support their families. Third, lower income people are
less likely to have space, security, and more generally, an at-home environment that is conducive to learning. For
many the in-person, on-campus experience is not a “nice to have” perk of college, it is a necessity.
6.4.5 Gender and caregiving imbalances create risks to the labor market.
People with caregiving responsibilities, and especially caregiving women, have reported struggling more than others
with the shift to remote work during COVID-19. This finding emerged from an external survey of information
workers conducted by Microsoft researchers during the summer of 2020 [35]. Research featured in Marketplace has
also shown that “moms are reducing work hours 4-5 times more than dads during pandemic” [186], and the New
York Times reports that “in some families buckling under the caregiving burden, the lower wage earner is leaving the
work force. Usually that’s the wife” [60]. Researchers at Microsoft have also observed a related trend in India, in
which the labor previously done by domestic support workers is now almost exclusively born by the woman headof-household (on top professional and family obligations) because the support workers have returned to their homes
(and home regions) during the pandemic [83,112].
Inequalities in social expectations and compensation may lead to further reductions in opportunities for women who
stay in the workforce while also tending to children or elders if their productivity is compared directly to that of
other workers without similar familial responsibilities. These factors could further discourage women from entering
or remaining in full-time employment due to the growing likelihood of damage to their well-being and reductions
in their opportunities to succeed. A widespread withdrawal of caregiving women from the workforce could
potentially reduce the absolute size of the labor market by a significant degree, given 86% of women are
mothers by the age of 40 in the United States [95].
This growing inequality could also significantly reduce the gender diversity of the labor market,
further diminishing gender representation in high-level decision-making, product development, and other areas of
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widespread societal influence. As one study observed, “Notably, the most positive outlook about the current
situation comes from males without childcare responsibilities. This is an important point, as in many organizations,
older males are in decision making positions. If their experience is substantially different than those of the rest of the
workforce, we may continue to see policies that disfavor employees with care-giving responsibilities” [35].
6.4.6 There is an increased risk of job loss for professionals with disabilities.
During the pandemic professionals with disabilities were almost twice as vulnerable to job losses related to social
distancing and COVID-19, and more than twice as likely to seek reskilling, compared to the general population [41].
In a survey fielded in April 2020 and intended to gauge the economic impacts of COVID-19, 51% of workers with
disabilities reported that they had lost jobs, been laid off or furloughed, or believed they would lose their jobs within
three months; only 28% of workers without disabilities reported the same. This discrepancy aligns directionally with
pre-COVID data; one study in 2016 found that “men and women with disabilities are, respectively, 75 and 89%
more likely to experience an involuntary job loss than men and women without disabilities in the United States”
[44].
In addition, the COVID-related survey found that workers with disabilities were more than twice as likely as those
without to report a belief that they would need to switch careers in coming months. Associated needs for
reskilling, paired with the poor accessibility of many leading online learning platforms, will likely create additional
new obstacles for these professionals. These more novel obstacles will only compound the significant blockers to
achievement experienced by professionals with disabilities prior to COVID-19, such as inaccessible workplace
toolsets or communication platforms, low availability of virtual accommodation supports (e.g., localized sign
language interpretation), and low discoverability (so that even when accessible tools or options exist, they are likely
hard to find).
"As we continue to adjust to our new business environments, and the world of work shifts to become more
remote, it will be important for companies to understand the impact and the opportunity of continuing to
leverage a workforce that is diverse and includes the largest diversity segment, individuals with disabilities."
- Meg O'Connell, CEO & Founder of Global Disability Inclusion [44]

6.4.7 As video proliferates, professionals with disabilities face increased pressure to disclose.
As remote work has grown widespread, some professionals with disabilities who previously worked remotely
expressed appreciation or amusement at their newfound status as experts on telework [163]. Others observed that not
much changed for them as others move fully online, and still others struggled with new situations that may uncover
aspects of their disabilities or accommodations that they did not intend to disclose [163]. Now that so many workers
are connecting to meetings remotely from home, interest in seeing people over video can create increased pressure
to turn on video, which some professionals with disabilities may prefer not to share for a variety of reasons. Screen
sharing has benefits for many who want to visually follow content. However, there are implications for blind, low
vision, and deaf users as well as others, who then must rely on assistive technology to read, magnify, adapt color
contrast or have ‘tennis eye’ as they follow content, as well as interpreters, speakers and captions [163].
Some individuals may appreciate the ways in which remote work and video interactions are more accessible than
their in-person equivalents, but they also need video and screen sharing technologies that integrate with their
assistive tools. In addition, while some neurodivergent professionals prefer the flexibility to choose among video,
audio, or textual communications compared to in-person interactions, and therefore welcome the shift to remote
work, others experience an amplified version of the meeting fatigue currently experienced by so many workers
across the spectrum [163]. Chapters 1 and 2 also discuss the benefits and challenges of remote work for
professionals with disabilities for Collaboration and Meetings and Personal Productivity and Well-being.
On a societal level, visible differences can lead to increased awareness and acceptance; this is a known benefit of
mainstreaming in education [159]. However, up to 70% of disabilities are invisible. While many professionals with
disabilities have found it empowering to disclose broadly or selectively to colleagues, it is also the case that being
compelled to reveal one’s identity in this way can be profoundly stressful, stigmatizing, and damaging to one’s
productivity and well-being [13]. Professionals with disabilities are likely better served through
adaptive accommodations that honor their needs for privacy and autonomy as society explores new ways of working
together, apart.
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6.5 Looking Forward
As the COVID-19 pandemic and the corresponding widespread shift to remote work approach the one-year mark, it
is clear there is much we still do not know. In addition to the many direct effects on society that we have already
observed, we expect there to be continuing ripple effects. And yet companies have to make decisions now about
their work practices, workforces, and workspaces that will have implications for years to come. It will take
continued research to develop a complete picture of all of the ways that things have changed and to find the best
ways to help create meaningful positive outcomes.
Already at Microsoft we have identified changes in how professionals make new connections and strengthen
existing ties, and this has informed product improvements across the company while leaving us with important,
unanswered questions about the unequal impact of remote work on professionals who are lacking in social support
or social capital. We have observed new trends in business decision making, resource allocation, and flexible or
fluid work arrangements that carry complex implications for the future of corporate structures. And we have
uncovered ways that COVID-19 and the unintended consequences of the rapid, global shift toward remote work
have contributed to imbalances in well-being and access to opportunity. It is our hope that this report will help
others act quickly to respond to people’s acute emergent needs using the best research currently available, while also
carefully considering the long-term and broad-ranging impact of their decisions.
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